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FOREWORD
ERIC FOTTORINO
Editor of Le 1, Former editor of Le Monde
Paris, France

Daring to print

I

f the world we live in is no longer a paper
world, nor “a paper tiger”, neither is
it forbidden to want it to hang on to a
medium they tell us is past its sell-by date,
unfashionable, “has been”. The trend, for
sure, is towards virtual interfaces, and
small ones at that. The proof? Droves of media
users have become “mobile first”, a phrase that
means most people nowadays connect to the
Internet by way of their mobile phones. Which
is to say they prefer to access their news digitally,
immaterially, and in miniature. Subsequently,
daring to sketch the world on paper seems to
some akin to madness, an anachronism, a rearguard action. On the contrary, it is a passionate
challenge: paper as a medium for a modern,
free, original press that surprises readers with its
creativity.
Paper is not passé if we use it to print
content that addresses readers’ intelligence
and sensibilities. If we believe that readers are
demanding, that they are intelligent, that they
thirst for understanding and learning; if we take
into account their desire to slow down, to go
deeper, their yearning to discover, to be surprised
or even to see their biases shaken.
As the the speed of dematerialisation and
miniaturisation increase, I find there is something
provocative, brazen even, in oﬀering the idea of a
print newspaper disguised as renewal. But it’s a
fact. If we refuse to conceive of the print version
as a faltering echo of the website, spoken news or
TV shows, paper oﬀers us the possibility of calm
reading, a slow pedagogy that is not interrupted
by links or ads popping up on a screen that
it is impossible to get rid of. When the use of
the paper medium is threatened in favour of
the Internet and social media—Facebook news
feeds nourished by algorithms, machines that
“calculate us”—it is often the case that paper is
not responding to readers’ expectations. Do not

Paper is, in the end,
a synonym of pleasure.
It has texture, smell,
music; a sensuality that,
for want of making it
irreplaceable, hooks
one forever

go quicker, but deeper. Give them back some
memory, some context, some explanation. Make
readers curious, seek excellence through wellpresented exclusive information, with the right
perspective.
It is up to paper to cultivate its uniqueness:
long written texts, which means well-written
ones, the chance to take readers on a journey
through issues they were not aware of, that they
did not suspect, when the Internet only responds
to the queries made of it. That is why paper as a
medium is a very human construct, containing
reflection and based on the articulation of news
and analysis, features and investigation that seek
to make sense of the world when it appears to
have none. At a time when algorithms driving
data seem to take an evil pleasure in destroying
our understanding of that which is real.
Paper is, in the end, a synonym of pleasure.
It has texture, smell, music; a sensuality that,
for want of making it irreplaceable, hooks one
forever.

(le1hebdo.fr)
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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Consultant, Innovation Media Consulting Group, London
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THE GUARDIAN:
TRIUMPH
OR DISASTER?
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By now an innovation article about paywalls may look
a little strange, but I believe that what we’re doing in Expresso
deserves to be shared

One of the most innovative
newspapers in the English
language is losing a million
pounds a week – and has now
had a bitter parting with a
Pulitzer-winning editor. How
did this happen? And how
can it bounce back?

T

he second most famous work by Rudyard
Kipling, author of The Jungle Book, is a
poem called “If–”. Written in 1895, it sums
up the English gentleman in a series of stirring
aspirations. “If you can meet with triumph
and disaster,” it urges, “and treat those two
impostors just the same…” Nowadays, the acid
test of this ability would be to go and work
for The Guardian, where you could meet with
triumph and disaster at the same time.
If the first requirement of a quality newspaper
is excellence (the clue is in the name), The
Guardian has been the market leader for years.
It breaks great stories, from the Murdoch phonehacking in 2011 to the Panama Papers in 2016.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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BRAND
OR BUSINESS
It delivers great entertainment, from Marina
Hyde lampooning celebrities every Friday to
Stephen Moss pastiching Shakespeare, above
the masthead, when Leicester won the Premier
League. And it shows great technical skill, from
the design (only one colour on the Panama
Papers: an unforgiving yellow, like a torch
shining on a murky corner) to the headlines,
even if the subs are so busy dreaming up oneliners that they sometimes forget to read the
proofs.
Over 30 years, newspapers have evolved into
daily magazines with some news attached,
and The Guardian has led the way. Its latest
innovation is The Long Read, a thrice-weekly
5000-word feature added to the comment
pages in 2015, which is possibly the most New
Yorkerish thing any newspaper has ever done.
G2, the daily mini-magazine launched in 1992,
still runs rings round its only rival, Times 2, with
its turn of speed and sense of fun. And those
values run through the Guardian’s journalism,
from the politics live-blog to the minute-byminute football updates. It was telling that the
contest for the editorship in 2015 came down to
a duel between two former G2 editors, Katharine
Viner and Ian Katz, striving to succeed a third,
Alan Rusbridger.
A modern newspaper has to be eclectic and
surprising without losing its coherence. The
Guardian tent is big enough to stretch from the
eco-warrior George Monbiot on the outraged
left to the former Times editor Simon Jenkins on
the urbane right, yet the paper has a clear voice
of its own: literate, conversational, amused,
progressive. As a brand, it is as sharply defined
as the Mail or the FT, and more so than the New
York Times (a great institution, but not so hot at
flair or flavour). The Guardian knows itself so
well that it has had only four editors since 1956.

PURSUING UPMARKET
EXCELLENCE WOULD
CONDEMN A PAPER TO A
SMALL AUDIENCE, BUT
HERE TOO THE GUARDIAN
CAN POINT TO IMMENSE
SUCCESS

For decades, pursuing upmarket excellence
meant settling for a small audience, but here
too The Guardian can claim a triumph, of sorts.
In March 2016 it had an average of 8,872,392
daily browsers. In March 2011, that figure was
2,722,490, so traﬃc had more than tripled in five
years. The contrast with print is stark. Five years
ago, The Guardian’s circulation was 261,116,
so, for every print purchaser, it had about ten
online readers. By March 2016, the print sale
had slumped to 161,152, a loss of almost 100,000
paying customers, or 38%, in five years. When
The Independent gave up on print at the end of
March, The Guardian took over as the worstselling national daily in Britain, lying tenth out
of ten; but on the web it is second only to the
Mail. For every print customer, it now has 55
online readers.

SO WHAT IS GOING WRONG?
And yet somehow The Guardian finds itself
flirting with disaster. Those 55 readers, staring at
their screens, bring in barely any money. Online
advertising, first shredded by Google Ads,
now blitzed by ad-blockers, can replace only
a sliver of the revenue lost in print display ads.
The Guardian makes an eight-figure loss every
year, and can aﬀord to up to a point, because
its owner, the Scott Trust, has a stash of cash:
after selling its half of Auto Trader in January
2014, it had over £850m in the bank. At that
stage the losses were going down, but in 201516 they ballooned again, to an estimated £52m
– an uncool million a week. Digital revenues,
while outdoing the Mail Online (from a smaller
audience), were not growing as forecast. With
the stock market struggling, the cash pile had
shrunk to £735m. Only eight months into her
editorship, Kath Viner found herself having
to cut jobs: at least 100 of them in editorial,
alongside 200 elsewhere, with the aim of
reducing costs by 18%.
The Guardian abandoned a plan to convert
an old railway shed into its own events space. It
put up its cover price by 20p, to £2 on weekdays
and £2.90 on Saturdays. It urged online readers
to become members, at anything from £5 to
£60 a month (“show deep support for keeping
The Guardian open and independent”). But, as
of mid-May, it had resisted the most obvious
way to raise revenue: putting a paywall round
much of its website. Media commentators
were convinced that this is coming. The new
chief executive, David Pemsel, was careful not
to rule it out, saying “everything is in scope”.
But the incoming chair of the Scott Trust was

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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Strong ‘Panama Papers’ design in The Guardian

Rusbridger, who, in the course of a phenomenal,
Pulitzer-winning 20-year editorship, had adopted
the mantra “open journalism” and become
evangelical about keeping the site free.
The Guardian editorial staﬀ, who had seen oﬀ
Rusbridger’s favoured successor, Janine Gibson,
by voting heavily for Viner, continued to wield
influence, in a very Guardian-ish way. They have
a representative on the Scott Trust board, and
among the candidates for the role in early 2016
was Nils Pratley, the financial editor, who argued
that, like an outgoing chief executive, an editor
should not move straight to the chair. “Standard
principles of good governance have not been
followed,” Pratley said, speaking in the passive
– the passive-aggressive.
Pratley was voted onto the board, which then
met to consider Rusbridger’s position as chair
before he had even taken it up. Rusbridger gave
a presentation defending himself that lasted
an hour; Viner and Pemsel spoke, more briefly,
against his appointment. The board, after some
deliberation, sided with Viner and Pemsel.
Rusbridger fell on his pen, which is, of course,

mightier than the sword. The most glittering
of Guardian careers had come to a bloody,
Shakespearean end.
In a decade, The Guardian had lost £400m. But
it still had £700m to play with, not to mention
a great deal of talent. It has been a financial
disaster and an editorial triumph, and neither
looks like an impostor.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
It’s all too easy to bash The Guardian: right-wing
pundits do it for fun, apparently unaware that if they
sneer at a newspaper for losing money, they will
have to applaud Richard Desmond’s Daily Express.
It’s much harder to find answers to its problems, but
here goes. (1) Build a graduated paywall, starting at
£1 a week. (2) Merge membership with subscription.
(3) Offer free subs to students, who are growing up
without ever catching the print bug. (4) Do less. The
Guardian publishes over 400 stories a day. It was
never supposed to be a quantity paper.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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ATTITUDES

TINO FERNÁNDEZ

Consultant, Innovation Media Consulting Group, Madrid

fernandez@innovation.media

THINKING SMALL
WHEN YOU’RE BIG

Media outlets need to stay ahead of the game and understand
how the news environment and technology are changing,
and how newsrooms can get their stories to readers on
the platforms they want to consume them on
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016

Cofounders of Blendle Alexander
Klöpping and Marten Blankesteijn
with their team / blendle.com
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ATTITUDES

P

erhaps it’s not the definitive magic formula,
but more and more companies are using
it to breathe fresh air and new ideas into
diﬀerent projects, scalable business models and
diﬀerent ways of closing in on the sustainable
audiences of the future. The New York Times
was one of the first media organisations to begin
housing start ups on its premises. These new
companies use The Times as an exceptionally
valuable co-working platform and benefit from
their symbolic relationship with the company
that publishes the newspaper.
Others have followed that path. The
Philadelphia Media Network, the owner of The
Philadelphia Inquirer and The Philadelphia
Daily News, also oﬀers space to tech companies
and means to expose its professionals to the
world of new companies and technology,
learning lessons along the way about how to
improve its journalism. The start-up mentality
is useful for identifying new audiences, making
projects profitable and generating new income
streams. The company is working on its own
digital oﬀers, and the best way to go faster and be
more eﬃcient is to learn from new companies
working in mobile and e-commerce. The idea is
for start-up apps like SnipSnap (mobile scanning
and coupons), ElectNext (connects voters to
candidates), or CloudMine (app development
platform) to appear under the brand umbrella
of The Inquirer, The Daily News or Philly.com.

ACCELERATORS " INCUBATORS
To this must be added initiatives like Matter,
launched by the Knight Foundation, KQED
and Public Radio Exchange (PRX), which The
Associated Press, Belo Corporation, Community
Newspaper Holdings, Inc. and The McClatchy
Company have joined as partners. Matter
is meant to introduce innovation and new
business processes into newsrooms, as well
as serving as a project accelerator for media

THE START!UP
MENTALITY IS USEFUL
FOR IDENTIFYING NEW
AUDIENCES, MAKING
PROJECTS PROFITABLE
AND GENERATING NEW
INCOME STREAMS

entrepreneurs who have profitable, sustainable
business models.
The Japanese daily Asahi Shimbun, founded
in 1879, is the second largest newspaper in the
world in terms of circulation, and has its Asahi
Media Lab Open Innovation Oﬃce, which is
basically a tech start-up accelerator that includes
co-working, mentoring and investment. Its
start-ups include Runtrip (runners looking for
routes), Weddit (wedding planner) and PetBoard
(video phone emergency vet).
Other media companies are trying to adopt the
methods, philosophy and talent of some startups and entrepreneurs, via acquisitions (CNN
and Zite, or The FT and Assanka), investments
like Digital Media in Journal Register Co., or
Media News Group announcing its intention to
invest in start-ups related to journalism, content,
advertising or audience development.
The Boston Globe, for example, has an incubator
in which half a dozen start-up entrepreneurs in
diﬀerent phases of development work at the
company’s headquarters. New companies such
as Twine, Muckrock or Schedit are developing
video and social network projects, and will soon
become Globe suppliers.

SUPPORTING START UPS
The New York Times and Axel Springer have
decided to support the growth of the Dutch start
up Blendle, founded in 2013 by two 27-year old
journalists, Alexander Klopping and Marten
Blankesteijn, who have launched a micropayments system they now want to export to
the US market in English. Duco van Lanschot,
international operations manager at Blendle,
said recently that in Holland and Germany they
have already proven it is possible to make young
audiences pay for quality journalism, as long
as they don’t come up against paywalls all the
time or ads, or do not have to register on every
website. They only have to pay for the articles
they actually read, and they can get a refund if
they do not like a story.
The Dutch start up thought about its
international expansion from the beginning;
the US is the next logical step. More than half of
Blendle users are under 35, which is interesting
for those who are experimenting with payment
models. For a good number of publishers,
it is a marketing tool to capture Millennials.
This Spotify for newspapers (or iTunes for
journalism) has signed up 200 publishers for
its system, including The New York Times, The
Wall Street Journal, The Washigton Post and The
Economist.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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Matter, launched by the Knight Foundation and Public Radio Exchange / www.knight foundation.com

If Blendle is Spotify for newspapers, Storyhunter is Airbnb. Jaron Gilinsky, a freelance
journalist who worked for Current TV and The
New York Times, is the creator of this platform
for freelancers which functions in much the
same way as the popular room renting service.
Those professional freelancers who are accepted
and validated by Storyhunter can include videos
or photo packages, feature reports or story
pitches they would like to develop if someone
bought them. There are 3,500 members on the
platform, and they have received nearly a million
dollars in investment from business angels
(mostly friends and family of the founder), as
well as a VC financing round and companies like
500 Startups or Great Oaks Venture Capital.
Curiously, Airbnb, following the steps of other
digital brands like CNET or WebMD, is also
moving into print magazines like Pineapple, a
quarterly 128-page publication without ads.
Finally, there is Beacon: a crowdfunding
platform for journalism that was co-founded
by the former Facebook managing editor
Dan Fletcher, who decided to grow thanks to
alliances with existing media outlets to launch
crowdfunding campaigns for specific issues.
The latest agreement is with Newsweek, which
is taking part to search for new journalism
models, especially those that encourage greater
transparency at every stage of the news and

Storyhunter.com

publishing process. Although crowdfunding
is not the solution to the financial problems
faced by many publishers and journalists, at
Newsweek they believe they can help provide
greater freedom of the press for certain projects
that are hard to finance.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
A start-up mentality is key in every news organisation, large or small. Create, experiment, test and trial.
Talk to users, observe readers, see what sticks. If we
cannot grow it in-house for some reason, see how
partnerships with smaller companies or incubators
might help us discover new ideas and attitudes.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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BREAKING NEWS:
THE FIRST
15 MINUTES
OF HISTORY
When a big story breaks, readers around
the world instantly start paying attention
to your reporting. Make the most
of the opportunity
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W

ellington’s rider Major Henry Percy
took three days, by horse, carriage and
boat, to bring news of British victory
over Napoleon—along with two imperial eagles
wrapped in French flags—to London. None of
the 56 newspapers published regularly at the
time had sent any reporters to the battle and so
could not tell their readers of updates from the
field until the fourth day. 50 years later, when
John Wilkes Booth shot Lincoln, Associated
Press correspondent Lawrence A. Gobright filed
on the same day from Washington but failed to
mention a bullet had entered the President’s
body until the third paragraph, preferring to
begin his chronicle with what amounts to a
presidential diary entry.
By November 22, 1963, technology had
improved. “In Dallas, Texas, three shots were
fired at President Kennedy’s motorcade…”,
reported Walter Cronkite in an urgent CBS
black-and-white television news bulletin,
which did not contain any images at all given
the rush to get the news out. He went back on
air shortly afterwards to hold up a printed photo
of Kennedy before he was shot: “This picture has
just been transmitted by wire…”. The image was
stuck to a piece of cardboard. An hour after his
first bulletin, Cronkite appeared live from his
desk in the CBS newsroom with his now famous
announcement: “From Dallas, Texas, the flash,
apparently oﬃcial: President Kennedy died at 1
p.m. Central Standard Time, two o’clock Eastern
Standard Time, some 38 minutes ago”.
In 1991, a CNN team was in Baghdad with
the newest gadget then available: a satellite
connection. When the United States began
its bombardment of the Iraqi capital, the
cable news network broke in to a report by its
Pentagon correspondent, Wolf Blitzer, who
was attempting to confirm that the Gulf War
had begun from Washington: “This war may
be beginning right now”, said Blitzer: “the

WALTER CRONKITE:
“THIS PICTURE HAS
JUST BEEN TRANSMITTED
BY WIRE…”. THE IMAGE
WAS STUCK TO A PIECE
OF CARDBOARD

President may be going on television later on
this evening…”. CNN’s anchor, David French,
interrupted Blitzer and cut to John Holliman,
live from Iraq, whose voice crackled over the
line: “The skies of Baghdad have been just filled
up with the sound of gunfire here tonight. There
are still lights on all over Baghdad and there are
bullets being fired up into the air”.
On November 13, 2015, viewers watching
Germany play the French national team in a
friendly in Paris—and fans inside the stadium—
heard a muﬄed explosion from outside the
ground as the players kicked the ball around. One
of the fans inside, FT columnist Simon Kuper,
posted on Twitter a minute later: “We have now
heard what sound like 2 bomb explosions right
by the Stade de France. Play continues merrily.
Some unease here”. 10 minutes later, a second
explosion was heard, and within 20 minutes
gunmen had entered the Bataclan concert hall.
In each of the above examples, the first draft
of history had just begun to be recorded. Days
shortened to hours and then to minutes.
“If that happened again today it would be
everyone connected to Twitter”, said Mark
Little, in reference to CNN’s Gulf War broadcast:
“we’d actually be getting it in first person”. Little
was a journalist in 1991 and went on to create
breaking news start-up Storyful in 2010. He is
now Vice President of Media Partnerships in
Europe at Twitter.
“I think every journalist has a lightbulb
moment. For me, it was watching the protestors
in Tehran [in 2009] telling their story firsthand. What happened was that passive became
active, you could answer back”. Readers could
communicate with participants in history for
the first time, and in approximately real-time,
with unexpected consequences. “The Arab
Spring began with a hash tag, Mohammed
Bouazizi was a food seller. It was essentially just
a set of characters on Twitter but it became so
powerful and something we could all join in
on”, Little explained.
In 2016, both readers and people aﬀected by
the event on the ground want to know more
about the story immediately, and traﬃc to
search engines and news sites spikes. “Without
question”, said Richard Gingras, Head of News &
Social Products at Google: “Take the bombings
in Brussels, when a story like that breaks, there’s
a huge surge in interest, people are obviously
looking for more information”. They want
news about the event and they want contextual
information about what to do next: “Probably
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22/11/1963
“From Dallas, Texas, the flash, apparently official: President Kennedy died at 1 p.m. Central Standard Time,
two o’clock Eastern Standard Time, some 38 minutes ago.”

the classic example is an earthquake in the Bay
area, so you’ll immediately start seeing search
queries like ‘was there an earthquake’”. In
Brussels, people began searching for “trains out
of Brussels” or “get out of Brussels”.
That global breaking news opportunity now
lasts not three days, as at Waterloo, but about
15 minutes. “The window has definitely gotten
much smaller in recent years, especially on
Twitter, I’d say maybe five to ten minutes if
you’re lucky”, Storyful’s Head of News, Mandy
Jenkins, explained. Reporters from global news
outlets pile on to the first tweets from major
stories anywhere in the world, bombarding
eyewitnesses, victims and relatives with
requests for photos, videos and quotes.
Alastair Reid, Managing Editor of First Draft,
a British start up looking at all aspects of the
new global breaking news environment, said

journalists need a good “bullshit detector” right
from the word go: “A lot of places are really
good at getting it right, and understanding
that breaking news situations are uncertain,
but what’s having an increasingly noticeable
eﬀect is the barrage of messages; it’s completely
unmanageable, with dozens and dozens of
journos from the world’s media descending on
people”.
Fierce competition between outlets means
it is unlikely any centralised solution will be
implemented, despite the technology being
available, and media organisations must also
struggle with the ethics of the news environment:
“If it’s an active shooter situation and that
person thought they were safe but then had to
hide, getting in touch with them might set oﬀ
their phone”, Reid explained: “previously there
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was a police line: now journalists can digitally
cross that line and contact an eyewitness who
might still be in danger”.
After the first flash bulletin, or tweet, and as
eyewitnesses on social media try to deal with
the media onslaught, comes the first editorial
dilemma: “Do we know enough to go with
this?”, wonders Jenkins: “Do we know enough
to stand behind this? It’s a diﬃcult decision to
have to make every day. Speed is a high priority
for us, being correct is more important”.
Julian Duplain, a Night Editor on the world
desk of the BBC news website, faces the same
challenge: “Yes, the main reason for that speed is
Twitter, basically, which is an important conduit
for us, all journalistic organisations are putting
stuﬀ on Twitter, we certainly do.”.
“Someone sees a tweet and they would tell
me or one of my colleagues, someone says
there’s a fire in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and it could
be interesting, so we’ve got to judge if it’s going
to be big or not […] so it comes straight to me;
I might then ring up the people in Washington
and see if it’s moving on US media”.
“Now, I think you’re losing credibility if
you’re 15 minutes late”, he adds, highlighting
how breaking news feeds directly into core
issues of trust and even media brands’ business
models. Outlets such as the Financial Times or
the New York Times decide to take trust and
correct reporting seriously and are also having
some success with paywall models; other
organisations—like The Daily Mail and Buzzfeed—
prefer quick headlines to attract clicks and
attention but sometimes get them wrong; those
sites appear more focused on advertising.
In Madrid at the end of March, dozens
of Twitter users across the Spanish capital
suddenly began posting photos of everyone
being evacuated from their tube stations. Had
the next Islamic State terror attack begun? No.
Metro de Madrid quickly tweeted and informed
those journalists who took the time to make a
phone call that a computer glitch had set oﬀ the

JULIAN DUPLAIN, EDITOR
ON THE WORLD DESK OF
THE BBC NEWS WEBSITE:
“NOW, I THINK YOU’RE
LOSING CREDIBILITY IF
YOU’RE 15 MINUTES LATE”

emergency alarm, ordering passengers and staﬀ
up into the fresh air above.
The same thing happened in London at King’s
Cross station shortly after the Brussels attacks,
said Reid: “a couple of places threw up a live
blog”, but then Transport For London tweeted
about it just being a fire alarm. “In those kinds
of situations, if it was something serious,
there would have been all kinds of diﬀerent
information available, potentially thousands of
people there who would have said something
about it” on social media.
The BBC has a six-person day team in London
doing breaking news and social media, which
shrinks to two on the night shift, and uses a tool
called DataMinr to help gauge the impact of the
latest topics people are tweeting about. The Wall
Street Journal reported in May that Dataminr
had “first notified clients about the Brussels
attacks 10 minutes ahead of news media, and
has provided alerts on ISIS attacks on the Libya
oil sector, the Brazilian political crisis, and other
sudden upheaval in the world”.
The BBC also uses a “bespoke” Content
Management System (CMS) “which gives you
the option to tweet, send an e-mail, push
notifications and put an alert on a page”, said
Duplain: “and that’s the important thing, one of
the main reasons we have the tweets is to drive
traﬃc to the story”.
Storyful has a team of 35 journalists around
the globe, “hundreds” of Twitter and Facebook
lists, and is building a network of local experts
and trusted sources around the world that it
can turn to when a new story breaks. “We just
generally have sources that we can go back to,
nodes, connectors, people who can be helpful”,
said Jenkins: “we have regular go tos, local
activists who we can call and find out more […] it
is an extremely manual process to find out about
people across diﬀerent social networks”.
A New York Times magazine article about
Obama’s strategic communications advisor Ben
Rhodes caused a stir in May for its description of
how he admitted to manipulating the media. “All
these newspapers used to have foreign bureaus”,
he told the magazine: “Now they don’t. They
call us to explain to them what’s happening
in Moscow and Cairo. Most of the outlets are
reporting on world events from Washington.
The average reporter we talk to is 27 years old,
and their only reporting experience consists of
being around political campaigns. That’s a sea
change. They literally know nothing”.
Some outlets are choosing not to to do
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16/01/1991
CNN’s anchor cut to John Holliman, live from Iraq, whose voice crackled over the line.

breaking news. The Times of London, which has
500 journalists and production staﬀ manning
The Times and The Sunday Times newsrooms,
announced in March that it was moving
towards a more in-depth model in tune with
its readers’ habits—similar to The Economist—
and would not be oﬀering them the very latest
updates instantly unless a really major global
story like the Brussels attack broke. “We do
have a ‘break glass’ scenario where we do break
the publishing model”, explained Nick Petrie,
The Times’s Deputy Head of Digital: “but that
would be three or four times a year”. He said
they would continue to do a push notification
“for something like the Paris attacks” but that
“you can’t really say much more than ‘this has
happened’”.
Other companies believe plenty can be done
in those 15 minutes to get readers the news they

want. Context and verification are the hardest
problems to solve. “The speed has gotten so
much faster over the last 10 years”, said First
Draft editor Reid: “There was a story at the end
of last week, apparently with only witnesses, a
boat capsized in the Mediterranean, no major
news organisations have really touched it
because there was nothing to go on apart from
the people who were there. The only evidence
is the testimony. Some places ran with it,
and others didn’t because it just couldn’t be
corroborated”.
“It’s so diﬃcult to do verification because
there are so many diﬀerent versions”, agreed
Storyful’s Jenkins: “language barriers, and the
oﬃcial sources on the ground are having trouble
in that case (of the 500 drowned migrants) […]
We hit dead ends just like everybody else does”.
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Storyful founder and Twitter executive Mark
Little is more optimistic: “Twitter is the best
fact checking mechanism that has ever been
invented. I can immediately contact sources
that know what they’re talking about. For me,
Twitter has given us the power to verify in realtime in the world”. Asked how social media
might also amplify hatred and the evil side of
human nature, as radio broadcasts fuelled the
genocide in Rwanda in the 1990s, he answered
that: “Radio could broadcast propaganda and no
one could check it. Twitter has made me a better
journalist”.
Google’s Gingras admits the algorithms
are good at finding the latest stories based on
volume and clustering them in Google News
but that they struggle to find what might be the
“best” story for readers: “Obviously this is all
computer driven, it’s comparatively easy to tell
which is the fresher story, there might be a story
which is less fresh but more nuanced, there
are so many factors that come into play, you’re
getting into the most tricky nuances”.
That is precisely what The Times is intending
to concentrate on, only in daily blocks—at 9
a.m., 12 midday and 5 p.m.—as opposed to right
now. Its readers could not live without “analysis,
context and commentary”, said Petrie. That is
what they say they want to pay for.
“There’s definitely a market for hot takes”,
said Robert Colvile, a former Telegraph leader
writer and comment editor and the author
of The Great Acceleration: “When I was at The
Telegraph, on budget day we would flood the
pieces with comments, the things which did
best was always someone who really knew their
stuﬀ, who takes three or four hours and comes
up with a new angle”.
Colvile said forget about the 24-hour news
cycle: “if 9/11 happened now, people would be
putting up footage of the first tower from the
second tower, the horror we all felt would be
much more immediate”. He also highlighted

TWITTER HAS OWNED
THE FIRST 15 MINUTES OF
HISTORY FOR THE PAST SIX
OR SEVEN YEARS, THANKS
TO ITS IMMEDIACY AND
NETWORK OF USERS

how modern history’s participants know full
well that technology has increased the speed
at which media cycles work and attempt to
use it to further their own goals. Trump is a
master, Colvile said: “he’s rewriting the entire
industry of political campaigning; if you’ve
got a colourful enough personality, you can
command the media agenda”. Trump knows it
too. He told Fox News’s Morning Joe TV show
that he has more than 7.5 million followers on
Twitter, seven million on Facebook and two
million on Instagram: “that’s like owning the
New York Times without the losses. Why should
I give it up?”.
Twitter has owned the first 15 minutes of
history for the past six or seven years, thanks to
its immediacy and network of users, but other
companies are now moving aggressively into
the space, and technology invented to solve
other problems has the potential to disrupt
the status quo. Google recently launched its
Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) project and
Facebook opened its Instant Articles platform to
all publishers. Both were designed in response
to over-heavy pages loading too slowly on
smartphones as mobile use rockets around
the world. Facebook is fighting Google for the
planet’s attention and its Instant Articles allow
newsrooms to hook up their CMS to publish
directly—and immediately—to the news feed.
Crucially, newsrooms can update those articles
on Facebook at the same time as they update
their home page or live blog. Smaller companies
such as Pusher and Ably are working on live
connection and push notification networks that
promise service in the hundreds of milliseconds
range, a feature only previously available to
high-frequency trading companies close to
stock markets.
Facebook has also announced a live video
platform to rival Twitter’s Periscope and has
a tool called Signal, currently available mostly
to journalists in the United States, that helps
reporters search the millions of updates posted
by users. “We’ve seen a number of cases
where breaking news is a big part of what
news organisations are doing on Facebook”,
said the company’s Director of Global Media
Partnerships, Andy Mitchell, citing a major fire
in New York in April as a good example of how
a well-known TV anchor went live from the
scene via Facebook Live. At the beginning of
May, a Washington Post reporter in Pyongyang
broadcast to Facebook from her cell phone,
without her North Korean handlers being aware
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13/11/2015
Two explosions were heard near the Stade de France. Simon Kuper, posted on Twitter a minute later.

of what she was doing. “Facebook is about news
that people care about, so if that is breaking
news…”, said Mitchell: “Facebook is not creating
content […] if publishers want to send people
to their own domain or properties, that is their
choice”.
How live, instant updates to Facebook’s
gigantic worldwide audience and millisecond
mobile connection uptime guarantees will aﬀect
the way breaking news is done is anybody’s
guess right now. Perhaps the 15-minute window
will shrink to five minutes. The implications
for the first draft of history, and history itself,
are also open to interpretation. “Ted Sorensen,
Kennedy’s media guy”, said Great Accelerator
author Colvile: “said that if the Cuban missile
crisis had happened now, we’d have launched
the first strike, because of the media pressure,
the general pace”.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Breaking stories are the leading edge of news, the
start of major stories that can change history. It is a
fast, intense space to work in nowadays. With the
right technology, tools, phones, team and network of
sources, though, there is no excuse for your media
organisation not to compete on behalf of you readers, for global stories, local latest updates or news
related to your particular niche. Have a senior journalist or editor in charge of the breaking news desk
and give that person control of your outlet’s Twitter feed. Report relentlessly and get quick out to
your readers, on whichever platform they want their
alerts on.
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OPEN!SPACE
TRANSMEDIA
NEWSROOMS:
20
TIPS
”I DON’T KNOW WHY PEOPLE
HIRE ARCHITECTS AND THEN TELL
THEM WHAT TO DO.” Frank Gehry’s mantra

Over the past 20 years, INNOVATION has designed many multimedia newsrooms and some of them are currently industry benchmarks around the
globe, so here are some suggestions with the best ‘dos’ and the worst ‘don’ts’
for what we call Transmedia Newsrooms. You will need to invest in new facilities but, at the end of the day, you will save a lot of money because these integrations are one of the most aggressive and efficient strategies for making
a real digital transition.
You will always need “media architects”, some of whom have designed hundreds of fantastic “open-space” newsrooms. Other companies, who decided
to try to reinvent the wheel instead of trusting their experts, produced some
very bad, and very expensive, failures.
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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IT’S BETTER "AND CHEAPER#
TO BUILD A NEW FACILITY THAN
TO RE!FASHION AN OLD ONE
• You will avoid painful and long “transitional facilities”.
• While the new place is being built, start working on new future work flows.
• Moving from the old to the new will just take a weekend.

2
3

HAVE ONLY ONE BOSS OF BOSSES
• Remember Napoleon: “I prefer one bad general than two good ones”.
• Your new Transmedia Newsroom needs a clear Central Command Desk.
• Kill any temptation to have separate print and digital bosses and teams.

AUDIO!VISUAL JOURNALISM
POOLS ARE KEY
• Digital operations need strong audio-visual elements.
• Avoid duplication and encourage cooperation.
• Spread your pools around the newsroom, mix them with content pools.
• Designers (print + web), infographic, illustrators, photographers, videographers and
developers need to work together.

4

YOU NEED SPACE: FROM 10!14
SQUARE METRES PER PERSON
• Yes, you can do it with less space if you want.
• But quality of life in your newsroom will suffer if you don’t.
• Open spaces encourage spontaneous meetings, casual conversations and
a lot of walking around action.

5

PROMOTE QUIET COMMUNICATION
• No “loud rings” anymore, use web phones.
• Encourage casual conversations but protect ceilings, walls and floors with
state-of-the-art tools and materials to dramatically suppress noise.
• Have a proper space to video call with your bureaus.
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6

“THE CLOUD” WILL CHANGE
"ALMOST# EVERYTHING
• Move your software, programmes and CMS to the cloud.
• It will save you money, avoid obsolescence and you will always have the latest version.
• See our recent INNOVATION iPaper about “cloud computing” disrupting newsrooms.

7

DON’T ALLOW MENTAL OR
PHYSICAL WALLS: “PRINT VS
DIGITAL” IS NOT AN OPTION

• Media companies used to be print operations with digital extensions.
• Now they are digital media operations with print extensions.
• Don’t creare print or digital ghettos.

8
9

THE END OF ASSIGNED SEATING
• Big desktop computer stations are a thing of the past.
• Your newsroom must be a think tank more than a factory.
• Remote work will be the rule for most reporters.

SOME OF YOUR BEST
JOURNALISTS MUST GO ON
THE BREAKING!NEWS DESK

• Breaking-news becomes commodity news in minutes.
• Instant analysis is a must if you want to be unique.
• So some of your senior staff will make the difference if they can react in time, help with
insights and produce more “what does it mean” journalism.

INNOVATIONS
INNOVATION IN NEWS
NEWSPAPERS
MEDIA 2016
2016
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10

TV SCREENS ARE OUT,
DIGITAL WALLS ARE IN
• Metrics need to be seen.
• News tickers too.
• Breaking news must be flashed.
• And don’t forget, website home pages deserve vertical screens.

11

DEVELOPERS AND
JOURNALISTS SHARE
THE NEWSROOM
• Developers must act as journalists and report to editors, not to IT.
• Yes, long-term projects can be outsourced, but day-to-day work must be done in-house.

12

DON’T SKIMP ON BIG
ROUND TABLES
• Spread them all around the newsroom.
• They facilitate interaction, discussion and creativity.
• Put up a big TV set to encourage people to do video.
• Avoid square meeting tables.

13

HOT!DESKS SHOULD
BE IN BIG DEMAND
• Forget “one journalist, one desk, one computer, one chair”.
• Reporters should be outside reporting things: welcome them back.
• Remote reporters and editors need to fit in seamlessly.

INNOVATIONS
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14

MEETING ROOMS ARE FOR
MEETINGS: NO MOBILES,
TABLETS OR COMPUTERS
• That’s a smart VOX MEDIA rule.
• Face-to-face meetings must still be short.
• Le Monde’s Hubert Beuve-Mery stand-up news meetings were legendary for quick and
efficient planning and decisions.

15
16

DON’T BE SILLY
• Please, no bicycle racks, game consoles or ping-pong tables inside your newsroom.
• Silent relax areas full of great books, magazines and newspapers are better.
• Thinking spaces are more important then entertainment spaces.

RULES FOR SUCCESSFUL
CENTRAL DESKS
• Creative editors and planning tools live here.
• Multimedia coverage starts at the Central Desk.
• Planning starts at the Central Desk.

17

THIS IS GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT, NOT COST CUTTING
• Fewer people doing mono-media jobs, more doing transmedia journalism.
• Pools will be key.
• Move from just readers to more audiences and many communities.
INNOVATIONS
INNOVATION IN NEWS
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2016
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18

MANAGEMENT UNITS MUST
ALSO SHARE THE OPEN SPACE
• The idea is for everyone to work together.
• Transmedia Journalism means transmedia business management.
• You want managers interacting in open-space departments.

19

AVOID ENDLESS MEGA
AIRPORT FACILITIES
• For every 150 people, build a new open-space area, or a mezzanine.
• We are not news shopping malls.
• Media architects will find solutions to mix ample space with proximity.

20

ORGANISE THE
NEWSROOM BY CONTENT
AND AUDIENCES
• Your open-space newsroom focuses on content and audiences, not technology.
• Your biggest challenge is developing talented journalists and managers.
• The Central Desk is the boss. Story and platform managers follow their lead.

INNOVATIONS
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A BILLION DOLLAR
GLOBAL MEDIA DEAL

Nikkei bought the Financial Times almost one year ago for £844m.
INNOVATION looks at how the FT has begun to adapt

T

he Financial Times is unusual, if not
unique, in the news business in more ways
than one, and its future-oriented business
model is the envy of many in the industry.
Revenue from digital now matches print, FT
CEO John Ridding told the FT Digital Media
conference in April, and for some years revenue
from subscriptions has been higher than that
brought in from advertising.
The paper has seen some significant upheaval
in recent years.
Pearson, its owner since 1957, sold the
Financial Times Group to Nikkei in July 2015,
in a surprise move after many had thought that
Axel Springer was on track to take control of the
pink paper.
After the sale there was speculation that the
paper’s new ownership might mean the FT
would be less critical in its coverage of corporate
Japan. The Japanese approach to journalism
diﬀers from that of the West, and earlier this
year there were concerns raised about selfcensorship among journalists after three news
anchors and newscasters resigned.
Speaking at the LSE in November 2015,
however, FT editor Lionel Barber described
the situation as: “New owners, new partners,
same FT,” and stressed that “The FT remains
committed to the gold standard of journalistic
excellence.”
As Ken Doctor pointed out in a Nieman Lab
piece, the language diﬀerences between the
FT and Nikkei mean that, to the relief of many
journalists, the level of integration (and potential
job losses that might follow) must be limited.
There was also speculation as to why the

Japanese media giant would have bought the
paper at such a high price. The FT was sold for
an impressive £844m ($1.3bn), which amounts
to 40 times the paper’s earnings. Barber said at
the LSE that it was the paper’s brand that was
key, and Nikkei’s global ambitions were widely
cited as a key factor. Until the purchase, the
Japanese company had been highly focused on
the domestic market.
Plans for cooperation were outlined in a press
release on day one of the new partnership:
“Nikkei and the FT will join forces in a range of
areas, including marketing, distribution, video,
advertising, special reports, events, product and
technology. The FT will spearhead the Nikkei
Group’s quality English language expansion,
while Nikkei will leverage the experience and
expertise of the FT for the international growth
of its media properties”.
Nikkei Group chairman Tsuneo Kita said at the
FT Digital Media conference in April 2016 that
the company was not looking for an immediate
return from its purchase of the FT and that it
would judge the success of the deal over the next
10 to 20 years.

CHANGES TO THE REVENUE MODEL
The FT has long been a champion of paid
digital content. Its content and inherent value
to business people have allowed it to make a
case for charging for its digital content relatively
easily, and its metered model—allowing readers
to access up to three articles a month before
subscribing—had served it well since 2007.
In early 2015, however, the paper began to
change its subscriber recruitment eﬀorts from
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the metered model to one which requires
readers to start a paid trial to access any content,
at £1 for the first four weeks (either print or
digital).
“The theory is that within that they can build a
habit, and then become a subscriber”, CEO John
Ridding told the Guardian. The paper continues,
however, to make certain stories available to
read free via social media, which helps potential
new readers to discover its content.
This new model of paid trials “underpinned a
strong increase in content revenues and digital
subscriptions,” the paper’s statement on its 2015
results claimed.
Those results also reported digital content
revenue growth ( 15%), and total circulation
growth (8% year-on-year) to more than 780,000
across print and online. Digital subscriptions
grew 12% to 566,000, with digital now
representing almost three-quarters of the FT’s
total paying audience. The FT’s combined print
and digital readership grew 8% to 2.1m daily
readers, with mobile readership increasing 13%
on 2014.
In comparison, when Barber became editor in
November 2005, the FT’s print circulation was
420,000, with 76,000 digital subscribers.
The paper also benefits from corporate
subscriptions: the FT has corporate licenses
with more than 5,000 organisations, including
more than 200 business schools around the
world. These are all direct licenses, rather than

through aggregators, which is a significant
factor in increasing profits, the FT’s managing
director of B2B, Caspar de Bono, said in a 2015
interview with Capgemini.
However, as Politico reported in April 2016,
the FT is not immune to the challenges facing
the industry, citing an internal memo from
managing editor James Lamont that warned of
“daunting trading conditions,” and listed areas
of cutbacks. These included delays in filling job
vacancies and reducing the number of casual
staﬀ, as well as further streamlining production
of the print edition.

CHANGES IN THE NEWSROOM
FT journalists now think and act digital first and
the paper’s journalism is now ‘text-plus,’ Barber
explained to the audience at the LSE. In practice,
this means imagining stories in digital form, and

NIKKEI GROUP WAS
NOT LOOKING FOR AN
IMMEDIATE RETURN FROM
ITS PURCHASE . THE
SUCCESS OF THE DEAL
WOULD BE JUDGED OVER
THE NEXT 10 TO 20 YEARS
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going beyond words to include graphics and
images that are “tailored for the age of social
media.”
1. Moving from a news factory producing
multiple editions through the night to a news
broadcaster with online schedules tailored to
reader demand early in the morning, lunchtime
and evening around the world;
2. Shifting resources from night to day and
streamlining newspaper production, bringing
forward print deadlines and adopting a single
international edition for Asia, Europe, the
Middle East and US;
3. Separating the editing and production of the
newspaper from the news desks, under the
guidance of a new newspaper editor;
4. Centralising the news desk structure and
overall commissioning, creating the new role
of story producer to develop the digital form of
stories;
Data should be important to any newsroom
but it is a particularly crucial part of a subscriberfocused business, where almost all readers are
signed in to their accounts all the time, allowing
for a more detailed analysis of reading habits.
The paper launched a new newsroom
analytics tool called Lantern in March 2016

that aims to “give a much more holistic picture
of what is in fact a successful story,” audience
engagement editor Renée Kaplan told Nieman
Lab at the time. It aims to shift attention to
reader engagement rather than visits or page
views, looking at time spent on page, the extent
to which readers scroll, whether or not they stay
on the site, and more.
“The massive change is that the strategy that
has been driving the commercial side of the
business needs now to inform to some extent
what we are doing in the newsroom,” Kaplan
said at the International Journalism Festival in
Perugia in April 2016. The long term impact of
the Nikkei deal remains to be seen but, in the
meantime, and despite its relative financial
success, the paper must continue to adapt to the
ever-changing digital landscape and tackle new
challenges. As more news organisations consider
digital subscription models, they would be wise
to learn from the FT’s focus on building stories
beyond text, and generating data beyond page
views.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Big global mergers or takeovers can be complex, unpredictable beasts but, so far, the FT seems to be
benefiting from its Nikkei buyout. We could all learn
from their improved focus on and experimentation
with reader habits and subscriptions.
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UNLIMITED FONT
CREATIVITY, BUT
MAKE IT READABLE

Typography and fonts have come a long way since the 15th Century
and Gothic type. Digital advances allow designers to give free rein
to their imagination online, but they must temper it with respect for
readers and the principles of readability

“T

ypo-”—from the Greek “typhos”—means
“a blow, dent, impression, mark, eﬀect
of a blow; a figure in relief, image, statue;
anything wrought of metal or stone; general form,
character; outline, sketch”. “-graphy” is “a writing,
recording, or description”. Quite far removed from
our current digital world.
In 1455, Johannes Gutenberg printed the Bible
using a moveable type printing press made with
metal type pieces in the Gothic style that imitated
the notably complex calligraphy of that era, giving
birth to a new concept: legibility as the first building
block. Easier-to-read typefaces did not take long to
appear: Roman typefaces (re-)appeared with Claude
Garamond as the largest figure of the 16th Century.
Apple adapted Garamond as a corporate typeface
during the launch of the first Macintosh in 1984, and
it is used in the logo of the American clothing brand
Abercrombie & Fitch.
The Industrial Revolution was huge for the
development of typography. New information and
commercial needs meant new fonts, more products
and a greater need for diﬀerentiation as companies
strived to be unique and make people pay attention,
an impossible task with a lacklustre box of fonts.
The age of steam saw the birth of Baskerville,
Caslon, Bodoni, and the sans serif, slab, condensed
and grotesque styles. Personal computers and
home printers brought “bitmap fonts”, PostScript,
TrueType and then OpenType: electronic fonts were
freed from their print roots. As Steve Jobs said: “the
Macintosh was the first computer with beautiful
typography”.
The 21st Century has forced an immediate new
reality upon us, in which arrogant digital natives
exist side-by-side with paper dinosaurs.
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UNLIMITED NEW POSSIBILITIES
Just 15 years ago, the very limited use of system
fonts was a web designer’s nightmare. Today we
can choose the font that best suits our needs.
We are not condemned to eternally using Arial;
there is now a very long list of options available,
many of them free. High-resolution screens
means font selection parameters and legibility
are almost the same as on paper. Serif fonts,
previously anathema for online readability, are
making a comeback.
Then there are mobiles or, more precisely,
smartphones and tablets. 1.75 billion are sold
every year. 5 billion people are expected to own
“pocket supercomputers” by 2020, according to
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Andreessen Horowitz. That is a lot of information
consumers, certainly enough to think a bit about
using typography properly.
Today’s challenge is not that of Matthew
Carter, who had to design a typography for the
phone book. Bell Centennial had to aim for the
smallest possible legible font size to reduce the
number of pages and the cost of production.
Nowadays, there are no limits to typographic
creativity and even the rules of the game have
changed but, at the end of the day, the goal is the
same: be readable. In 2016, our challenge is to
promote attention and reading in small spaces,
as always, but keeping an eye on time (attention)
and movement, instead of the amount of ink we
need. For Gerard Unger, a Dutch typographer
born in 1943, “it is almost impossible to look
and read at the same time: they are diﬀerent
actions”. Now, more than ever, we have to make
an eﬀort so that our users pay attention to the
content. Content plus context is one of the most
important principles when thinking about
digital design.

A MOVING TARGET
The space we fill is no longer always fixed. The
same content must be readable on a desktop, a
tablet and a mobile phone. It is not just about
the best typography but how we write headlines
and the amount of text we use. A two-line
headline on our desktop might be too long to fit
on a single mobile screen and force the reader
to scroll for his information. Responsive is a
double-edged sword.
The way we lay out readable, scannable text
on our digital products will aﬀect whether or
not a user comes back: a balance must be struck
between typography and content. The definition
of readable has also changed, and must not be

“TYPE DESIGN IS ONE OF
THE MOST VISIBLE AND
WIDESPREAD FORMS OF
GRAPHIC EXPRESSION IN
DAILY LIFE”
Hermann Zapf (1918-2015)
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removed from the concept of usability. 15th
Century readers had no problem reading Gothic
fonts; we do. 18th Century newspapers are
tortuous to read. The tiniest typographic details
must be evaluated.
One good piece of news is that the colour
white is back. Both big desktop and mobile
screens have allowed us to simplify the
presentation of information in creative ways.
Aesthetics, readability and typography are once
more part of the essential design elements of our
newspapers, on every platform.

READABILITY FOR READERS
Whether in apps or with responsive design, our
aim should be to select a font that adapts to its
context, making it easier on the reader or user,
more accessible and more eﬃcient, without
having to design a series of diﬀerent solutions.
Simplicity, immediacy and order, surrounded by
enough white space. And be bold with headlines,
it is often the only content many readers see, so
immediate contrast and depth are necessary.
“Type design is one of the most visible and
widespread forms of graphic expression in
daily life. It is still not noticed by all readers of
newspapers, magazines or books. Nevertheless
letter forms reflect the style of a period, and
its cultural background. We are surrounded by
them everywhere”.
That phrase by the famous German typographer Hermann Zapf (1918-2015) helps us to
understand that typography, the physical expression of language, is the way we transmit our
message to the recipient of our content. Fonts
are not just about decoration of aesthetics. Our
messages are increasingly being read mainly on
mobile phones, although desktops and tablets
are still important. Get the typography right, but
make sure you get readability absolutely right on
new devices, for new readers.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
We should fully appreciate the possibilities new
technologies offer us to provide our readers and
subscribers with a superlative design and reading
experience, that properly highlights the right parts
of our articles and content but—in an ever more
atomised digital, mobile and social world, which is
still speeding up—we must pay special attention to
the principles of readability out of respect for those
same users, and prioritise those principles above
creativity to encourage them to return.

SOME ASPECTS TO TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT WITH TYPOGRAPHY
FOR MOBILE DEVICES
SIZE: “If users can’t read the words in your app, it
doesn’t matter how beautiful the typography is”,
says Apple in its iOS Developer Library. While there
are many sizes to choose from, Apple recommends
font sizes between 11 and 17 points. On mobiles, long
texts should be measured with the same readability
as on paper. Vox.com, for example, has a much
more comfortable font size and line height than the
responsive versions of classic newspapers.
CHARACTERS PER LINE: There is no common
standard to measure the number of characters
across a mobile screen, but we can follow the rule of
column width for print newspapers or magazines:
35-45 characters. Lines that are too long or too short
are difficult to read.
WHITE SPACE: Add some white space between lines
and at the margins to make it easier for readers to
navigate from one line to the next as they scroll down
big backlit screens. And make sure there is “thumb
space” around the edges so fingers and phone
covers don’t interfere with the article. The Al Jazeera
Magazine app is a great example of the use of white
space.
COLOURS: With digital we can never get the register
wrong like with CMYK in print, which is a good start.
Reading on a backlit screen gives us the advantage
of being able to read white-on-black almost as easily
as black-on-white. That contrast must be our guide.
A large dosis of sobriety when it comes to colour
use will allow us to use them right when we want to
highlight links, hash tags, usernames or some other
significant component. Once again, Vox.com uses
colour well, demonstrating that digital should have a
different use of colour compared to print. Excessive
use of black on white is a throwback to print.
SERIF/SANS SERIF: Android (Roboto) and Apple iOS
(Helvetica Neue) have bet on two sans serif typefaces
for their interfaces. Quartz and Vox have gone with
sans serif headlines whilst The New York Times
and The Washington Post use serif headlines, like
in print. Apps like Al Jazeera Magazine mix serif and
sans serif in long texts to make them easier to read.
High screen resolutions allow this as a rule now on
smartphones.
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PRINT INNOVATION?
GET ON WITH IT!
The global news industry has been complaining about the decline
of print for too long. We should focus more on customers and R&D
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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In the meantime, what has the newspaper
industry been doing? Instead of focusing on
marketing and customers, media companies
have been centred on production costs meaning
that, in many countries, print news arrives at
least four hours late due to the centralisation
of ever more expensive machinery. As a result,
editorial deadlines are tightened, which puts
more pressure on the quality of the journalism,
which pushes customers away.
Like an insect lying on its back protesting at the
technological wonders of DDT, newspapers have
struggled to react when faced with squeezed
profits, excessive management bonuses and
technological change. Profit & loss accounts have
two sides: income and expenditure. Restricting
costs while doing nothing to increase sales in a
changing marketplace ensures long-term death.

F

or 20 years, I have been publishing articles
about the potential for a newspaper to
succeed by taking printing as close as
possible to the reader to deliver the latest news
with lots of local content; focusing, in other
words, on the product and its marketing, with
the argument that newspapers need to develop
technology so even neighbourhood printing and
delivery are possible. The only technology which
has seemed to work for this is high speed inkjet
printing. If the product improves whilst cutting
layers of cost, it could be better for the customer
and sell at a premium.

MACHINES " MATERIALS
Something many in the newspaper industry
may not know is that textiles are now produced
in the Far-East using high-speed inkjet printing
machines designed and built in the Far-East.
Waste is minimal, just like it is in a modern
newspaper press, and the quality is amazing,
with no constraint on pattern repeat length.
Your cotton shirt or dress fabrics were probably
made that way. But they were made in the FarEast, not in Europe or the USA where companies
failed to look at completely new methods of
production.
The biggest revolution in industrial production
technology and in printing presses in particular
over the last 20 years is the introduction of
digitally-controlled AC drives. The introduction
of this technology to newspaper printing in the
1990s transformed the ability of a press control
system to allow minuscule changes to paper
feed rates and tensioning systems to deliver a
better printed product with less waste. The use
of web-oﬀset printing is now more or less taken
for granted, whereas 20 years ago companies
were still investing in letterpress printing. The
result has been a waste reduction in many cases
from 10-15% down to 2-3%, with 60% fewer
staﬀ: savings of many millions of dollars.
Computer control has also been applied to the
ink and water systems on presses, which has
allowed very low start-up waste and minimal
stoppages during production. Materials are also
under much better control and presses include
tight temperature control of all the processes
involved. Print colour and register of the printed
colours and sheet-to-sheet register is also taken
for granted because of computer controlled
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systems first developed in the early 1960s for
experiments sent up on rockets and in satellites.
The paper we print on has become much more
consistent and the ink and paper companies
have worked together to achieve a perfect
printed result with minimal show-through and
little ink coming oﬀ on the reader’s fingers.
Folder deliveries have improved from the early
work we did on high speed delivery in the 1980s
to a level where press speed is no longer really a
constraint.

STRAIGHT TO THE PRINTED PAGE
For 20 years, it has been possible to produce
printing plates directly from the digital
information stored in a computer. The historical
method was to produce an intermediate
photographic negative or positive and then
to use a contact exposure to generate a plate.
The new process allows greatly improved print
register and much shorter production time,
cutting out a whole process, so costs have also
been reduced.
Next up is the automation of the production of
colour images within a computer. One can take
a digital photograph on a camera at a remote
location, transmit the image automatically
to the editorial computer system and put it
automatically into a pre-allocated space on
the page and then produce printing plates
automatically. The concept of colour photograph
to printed result is feasible without human
intervention if the printing press is computerto-paper. The only constraint is the ability of the
photographer to take a photograph and crop it
on the camera. In the space of 30 years, what
was a late news box running a few lines of text
eight minutes from press start is now a complete
full-colour 72-page update that can be done in
one minute without a press stop.
Presses are being made three-wide and no
doubt will one day go four- or even more wide,
up to paper master reel size, as paper suppliers
further refine their production methods. Press
cylinders are made from stainless steel to
eliminate corrosion and hollow so they can spin
faster with less collapse of bearings, which may
have several ball trains in one bearing to allow
for tiny misalignment aﬀecting running at high
speed.
The most exciting thing over the past few years
has been the development of mixed heatset/
coldset presses in the Gulf countries. One press
we reviewed has three single-width mixed
heatset/coldset press lines feeding to one, two
or all three folders. So you can print big books

heatset, coldset, or mixed, and if you want to,
you can print three diﬀerent products at the
same time. The constraints on purity of water
supply, water temperature, air conditioning,
computer control temperature, electrical supply
condition and so on are mind-boggling, but the
results are amazing and very customer directed.

PRINT DELIVERY PROBLEMS
20 years ago, mailroom systems were already
ahead of newspaper presses in technology
because of the needs of heatset production for
magazines. Like newspaper presses, materials
used, digital DC control systems and alignment,
product mix and inset systems have become
much more reliable and sophisticated. Pretty
much everything which has been suggested to
improve products for readers and advertisers
is possible and the production has very few
stoppages, very low manning, and speeds to
match the speed of the fastest press.
Where does newspaper production go from
here? The focus has been on three factors, cost,
product quality, and consistency. This has led
to the use of the most sophisticated automatic
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IN MANY COUNTRIES,
PRINT NEWS ARRIVES
AT LEAST FOUR HOURS
LATE DUE TO THE
CENTRALISATION OF
EVER MORE EXPENSIVE
MACHINERY
control systems available in the world today and
to fully automated plants. The capital cost of
these plants is enormous and the centralisation
is largely justified in terms of plant cost per unit
produced. It’s an accountant’s dream.
However, it is a marketer’s nightmare. Because
of the increasing centralisation of production
the time from press to customer has increased.
That is not compensated for by the time gains
within the production process before the press
or the gains in volume produced in the plant
in a given time. Sure the product is glitzy and
colourful and has lots of sections and is cheaper

but the customer gets his or her product later.
The internet isn’t later than it was. TV isn’t
later than it was. Radio isn’t later than it was.
Social media is not later than it was. All of those
media are running earlier. Immediacy is the
name of the game. Daily newspapers are getting
to customers later. But the media consuming
public increasingly wants an earlier product, not
a later one. However one dresses up the product,
the sad fact is that the newspaper industry has
had its eyes focussed on the wrong finishing
line. Of course the customer has experienced—
and now wants—all the bells and whistles that
newspapers now deliver, but the customer
wants his or her better, more colourful, multisectioned, containing magazines, product with
more considered journalism earlier, not later.
Someone once said that to sell more, one has
to be more interesting. The printed medium is
made with super-expensive state-of-the-artequipment. So the newspaper company has to
reduce not only its number of production staﬀ
but also the number and quality of journalists
and sales/marketing staﬀ. Thus the product,
despite the glitz, is becoming less interesting.
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BUILD A NEWS TESLA
As someone who spent a life before newspapers
in industrial R&D and marketing with blue chip
marketing companies I am drawn to asking the
question: how do we completely change the
way our product is produced so that the desires
of the customer are met? Is it possible and how
do we do it? In other words: is a paradigm shift
possible? Looked at from that point of view,
one sees that the pre-press production system
is pretty much working as well as it could do.
Digital information and transmission allows

news to be collected as soon as it is written, with
images, highlighting colours, advertising and so
on, as a complete medium. One can run those
finished pages directly to a screen or a printer
anywhere in the world, with a one- or twominute transmission time.
Using high speed inkjet technology, one
can in principle print thousands of pages per
minute. The quality is as good as oﬀset printing
on newsprint. Maybe one can use other output
technology. That ought to be explored. Since
the focus of the industry has been on volume of
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production rather than on how to improve the
delivery of the news to the customer, no serious
R&D investment has been made into alternative
ways of delivering the product to customers. The
people involved have been quick to decry any
alternative to current technology. If it were space
travel, then the investment in technological
change would be made. Teflon, Velcro, Lycra
or computerised AC drive systems would never
have happened if NASA had had the same
attitude. Yet the worldwide newspaper industry
has a turnover ten times the budget of NASA

and has done nothing for 20 years to explore
methods or technology: it just relies on a handout from suppliers.
So what about if the industry started from
scratch and did some R&D? Some completely
fresh ideas would emerge. It is not inevitable
that everything goes on-line. People say it is only
oldies like me who want to read a newspaper
at all. I know a lot of 30- and 40-year olds who
like to have a portable medium where they have
time to consider ideas, do the crossword puzzle,
see who has gotten married, been born, or
died. People don’t buy newspapers because the
content doesn’t cut the mustard for them.
I don’t have a fistful of free answers which will
instantly turn newspapers from loss to profit. I
am certain, however, that there is a crying need
for investment in a new paradigm. This needs to
be achieved by investment in completely new
ways of getting better products to our customers.
The direction of all printed media is not towards
customers but towards pundits. It needs
investment in diﬀerent printing technology. It
needs consideration of diﬀerent priorities and
above all it needs open minded exploration into
how to fit it to what customers want.
Not many people buy Ferraris, sexy as they are.
A million times as many people buy Toyotas and
Fords because those companies took the trouble
to ask what customers actually want. People
dismissed Elon Musk and Tesla. Now they are
running around like headless chickens because
he is suddenly exploring how to build and sell not
100,000 battery-powered cars a year in the US
but a million of them, competitively, following
an immense response from the marketplace. Do
you see any parallels with newspapers, my dear
friends? “Yes we can” really does need to replace
“no we can’t”.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Digital Micro-Printing is coming! Our old
newsstands are disappearing, while there are
more than three million ATMs (Automated Teller
Machines, “cash machines”) all around the
world. What if, in the near feature, newspapers
and magazines decided to print their editions
in hundreds of thousands of new DMPs instead
of at a few centralised presses? 24/7 outlets,
always open and ready to print updated, fullcolour editions of newspapers and magazines:
just insert your credit card and select the
newspaper you want to read. Seconds later, it
will be in your hands.
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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SNAP!WHAT?
EXPRESSO TRIES
SNAPCHAT

The decision to innovate and try something new can often mean
you are prepared for unexpected news stories that break, and for
the lessons they can teach your organisation about new audiences

I

t was a summer morning in the Expresso
newsroom
and
Ricardo
Costa—the
newspaper’s former editor-in-chief—walked
in and said out loud: “We should do something
on Snapchat!”. Heads rose from computer
screens: “Snap-what?”
Most journalists at Expresso are older than
25 so did not have Snapchat installed on their
mobiles but a few days later, after a lot of
explaining and installing and testing, there was
something resembling a bare-bones Snapchat
Expresso experience. Now they just needed an

editorial excuse. Fortunately, the Portuguese
general election was just around the corner.
Would young Snapchatters be interested in
politics? A one month Portuguese election
experience was launched to find out, with the
results, of course, on ballot day.
One thing was perfectly clear to Ricardo and
myself: we needed to find a Snapchat native
journalist. I would lead the project, but someone
needed to understand the app, its language and
how people used it. A suitable intern happened
to be available, and she looked great in front of
the camera. We planned, and tested, and soft
launched to see what worked “live” before we
went live.
The early plan for Snap-Expresso (the name
of our Snapchat channel) was to do behind-thescenes stuﬀ and live political events. That’s what
the handful of other newspapers around the
world on Snapchat were doing.

A SAD STORY BREAKS
Then on September 2, that very sad photo of
three-year old Aylan Kurdi washed up on a
Turkish beach was published.
It was perfectly clear that this was something
bigger than all of us. The story of Aylan’s death
needed to be told, people needed to learn about
this boy, about the European refugee crisis and
the horror unfolding in the Mediterranean. So
we ended up doing just that. We covered his
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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story with the depth and seriousness our young
readers deserved, just like on Expresso’s other
channels.
What we learned that day, very early on in the
project, is that young people are as interested
as anyone else in the world around them. They
don’t want ‘simple’ information, they want to
be respected. Some of them were under fifteen.
The feedback on the story of Aylan’s death was
mind blowing: “I knew about this problem,
having been told about it at school and home,
but I never thought it was so complicated”, one
young girl told us. We learned another important
lesson: we could do real reporting and in-depth
journalism on a platform famous for 10-second
videos that disappear. We kept testing the limits
of the assumption, even trying to explain hard
economics related to the political campaign and
the war in Syria, in a series of 10-second videos
and images stuﬀed with emojis and hand-drawn
pictures.
It was planned as a one-month experience
but, as you might have guessed, we had such a
good time that we couldn’t pull the plug. SnapExpresso is still another Expresso newsroom
channel, with editorial independence but
sharing the values and with access to the
expertise of all of our journalists. The audience
has grown, and is growing, considerably.

EXPRESSO SNAPCHAT TODAY
Snap-Expresso is Expresso on a platform made
by young people for young people. Now it is run
by a two-person team and is a great example
of “try fast and small, fail fast move on.” The
initial investment from Expresso and the owner
Impresa was very small, but now we have an
amazing opportunity to learn about how young
people want to interact with our business, about
our future and about how to reimagine our ad
oﬀering.
Francisco Pedro Balsemão, Impresa’s new
CEO, put it: “The fact that Expresso is the
only Portuguese news outlet of the so-called
legacy media present on Snapchat reflects our
commitment towards being present on every
relevant platform and attracting young users
who could be loyal to the brand in the future.
Our operation, which consists of just two
people, who work on a trial and error basis and
are not worried about breaking the rules, means
to be as agile and exciting as Snapchat itself.”
The answer to the question of what other
legacy media newsrooms could do on Snapchat
is easy: find a Snapchat native, give her all the
editorial backup she needs from an experienced

newsroom, and then let her do her
thing. Don’t just try to port what
you’re doing on other platforms on
to Snapchat. Be true to your values
and, most importantly, treat your
younger audience with the respect
their intelligence and curiosity
deserve. Don’t patronise young readers. Be transparent and enjoy using
language as it is used on the platform.
While you’re at it, look at what you’re
doing with your newspaper’s other
platforms and ask yourself if you are
using the right language for that platform.
You might not like the answer, but you can
always change the way you’re working to
make it better. In the meantime, don’t be
afraid to launch new experiments on other
platforms. Find someone who knows what
they’re doing, invest a little and have the
courage to try. Observe, learn, tweak, try, fail
and keep going. Again and again.
Easy isn’t it?

INNOVATION’S TAKE
It is not quite so easy, perhaps, but new platforms
that reach new audiences must be an integral part of
a newsroom’s experimentation strategy. There are
dozens to choose from or we can concentrate on the
most popular. Our most experienced journalists can
work alongside the youngest reporters who best understand the new tools and how to communicate
with people of their own age groups.
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AXEL SPRINGER’S
DIGITAL STRATEGY

Sending three senior managers on a year-long trip to Silicon
Valley left many bemused; four years later, the German
publisher is making big moves

Martin Heller live from Die Welt newsroom / Photo courtesy of Martin U. K.Lengemann / Welt N24
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or many years now, publishing houses have
been battling the eﬀects of digitalisation,
often in vain. Advertising revenue is down
and circulation figures are in free-fall. This
doesn’t only have economic consequences, but
has also severely dented the self-confidence of a
sector that had long believed it had a monopoly
on communication. The web is a great leveller:
it oﬀers talented bloggers, YouTubers and social
media influencers a huge audience. A horror
story for media professionals in other words:
in the digital environment, the big money is
made elsewhere, with new and fast-growing
web-based content portals such as vice.com or
BuzzFeed, which are often more popular with

younger readers than the news sites produced
by established oﬀ-line media brands.
Having enjoyed the golden days of newspapers
and magazines, publishing houses are now
under considerable pressure. In the long term,
it’s a question of survival. Axel Springer was
by no means the only publishing house to
predict the threat to their very existence posed
by this new medium back in the early days of
the new millennium. However, it did play a
leading role in promoting the development
of digitalisation. In 2003, Die Welt was the
first daily newspaper in Germany to create an
integrated newsroom, although this has since
become a standard feature in media companies.
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They also introduced the slogan promoted by
the Guardian in the UK, “Online First”, followed
at a later date by “Online to Print”. But this was
only the beginning.
Springer’s 53-year-old CEO, Mathias Döpfner,
who took the helm back in 2002, realised very
soon after assuming control that merely oﬀering
the traditional printed products online as well as
on paper wasn’t necessarily the answer. Döpfner
had a radical plan to change the company:
“Future growth lies in digitalisation and having
a presence in other countries, especially the
English-speaking market.” He was one of the
first to realise that the publishing houses must
learn from the very companies who appeared to
be their greatest enemies: the new world powers
in Silicon Valley and the start-up and innovation
culture spawned by this movement.

“FUTURE GROWTH LIES
IN DIGITALISATION AND
HAVING A PRESENCE
IN OTHER COUNTRIES,
ESPECIALLY THE ENGLISH!
SPEAKING MARKET.”
Mathias Döpfner
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A TRIP TO SILICON VALLEY
When three senior managers from Axel
Springer, including Kai Diekmann, Bild’s
Editor-in-Chief, were sent on a sabbatical
in the summer of 2012 to spend a year in a
shared house in Silicon Valley, many of the
company’s competitors were bemused and
rather dismissive. It was even suggested that
this was a punitive exercise, or an attempt to
weaken the power of the executives dispatched
to California. Their sole aim in the Valley was to
understand the basic premise behind the digital
game changers and to transfer as many of their
experiences as possible to their own working
environment.
This sabbatical, deprecated by many in the
media industry as a folly, was to give the entire
publishing house a huge boost. When Döpfner
flew out to California to see how his delegation
were getting on, accompanied by a number of
other managers, he exchanged his business
suit and tie for jeans, trainers and a hoodie. His
transformed appearance seemed to symbolise
the whole trip: if you don’t want to fail, you have
to change - and fundamentally. Not for nothing
was the trip’s motto “Leaving the comfort zone”.
As early as July 2013, the media company
reported that it intended to sell its TV listings
magazines, women’s magazines and its regional
daily newspapers for a total of 920 million
euros. Some of these titles had been close to the
heart of the eponymous company founder, Axel
Springer. The publisher, who died in 1985, had
created his empire in the aftermath of the Second
World War and bequeathed his millions and
control of his publishing heritage to his widow,
Friede Springer. Selling oﬀ these traditional
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titles represented a major breakthrough for Axel
Springer. On his return from Silicon Valley, Kai
Diekmann assumed responsibility for setting
up Bild’s internet portal and creating shared
editorial teams for online and print material.
Since then, Bild has attracted over 400,000
subscribers via its paid content service. The Bild
portal has also become a rich source of ideas,
experimenting with Facebook instant articles,
Periscope videos and complete news broadcasts
for the social media community.

BUSINESS INSIDER
In 2015, Axel Springer also took over Business
Insider from its founder, Henry Blodget – yet
another sign that the publishing house perceives
its future increasingly in the US market, where
growth opportunities have a more lucrative sheen
than in the recession-hit European segments.
The Berlin-based media group is breaking
new ground by investing in original digital
media oﬀerings such as Business Insider or
the media start-up Upday, developed by Axel
Springer in partnership with technology giant
Samsung. The acquisition of Business Insider
cost Döpfner 400 million euros, although the
portal has yet to make a profit. The purchase
represents a wager on the future, based on the
“Money follows eyeballs” principle: BI has 100
million unique users throughout the world.
This, and similar acquisitions, are an attempt to
target digital natives and millennials, who have
little interest in the traditional media names
and their printed oﬀerings. German publishers
are now in agreement that in the medium term
only niche products have any hope of surviving
as purely printed titles. The Springer CEO is only
too aware of this fact. The publishing house is
also determined to improve its visibility in the
international arena, by taking a stake in Politico.
eu in 2014, for example.
At the company’s AGM in April of this year, he
issued the following statement: “We must defend
newspaper journalism, but not necessarily
newspapers on paper.” The print circulation
figures for its flagship newspaper, Bild, once sold
in the heady realms of over five million copies
a day, are falling dramatically, recently dropping
to below two million. Sales have halved in the
last ten years alone. The idea is that this should
be oﬀset by paid content in the digital sector.
Döpfner has set his sights on Axel Springer
becoming the “leading digital publisher” – and
his aspirations extend beyond the national stage
to the global arena.

DIGITAL STRATEGY
Döpfner’s digitalisation strategy is based on the
company’s four traditional core competencies:
content, marketing, advertising and classified
ads. By setting up and acquiring content portals,
online marketers and classified websites,
Döpfner is systematically transforming the
former print-based publishing house and
creating a digital company. At the same time,
he is reaping the rewards of setting the process
in motion earlier than his competitors. In 2014,
over 50% of turnover and more than 70% of
profits came from digital business – none of its
rivals can demonstrate such impressive results
in the change process. This success is reflected
in the company’s balance sheets. The profitable
classifieds business recorded the group’s highest
growth over the course of last year – thanks to
returns of up to 40%.
Axel Springer is in a good position financially
and also seems to be distancing itself gradually
from former rivalries with companies such as
Google, Apple or Facebook. In the meantime,
it has established a close relationship with
Facebook via experiments with live video
broadcasts and instant articles. Axel Springer’s
management team are keeping a close watch on
the latest tempting oﬀers made to the company
by Silicon Valley. “Fascinating developments are
underway,” explains Döpfner. “The technology
industry is defining its relationship with the
content industry.”
Döpfner is optimistic that the world’s digital
companies need the media industry and will
continue to value the industry in the future. His
company is keeping its relationship with Silicon
Valley up close and personal, contrary to the
careful distance maintained by other publishing
houses. It is a risky strategy – but if Döpfner is
correct in his assumptions, Axel Springer will be
way out in front of its nearest rivals.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Deep, long-term understanding of how culture
and technology are changing, and what we
are supposed to do about that with our news
companies, is very difficult knowledge to acquire
and propagate. Axel Springer made a bold move
and then began applying the lessons learnt by
its executives in an almost explosive manner to
expand the company’s digital growth strategy.
It retains an open mind regarding the realistic
future possibilities for print.
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THE
REINVENTION
OF THE
NEWSPAPER
FOR TABLETS

Two Canadian newspapers, La Presse and The
Toronto Star, are leading an ambitious attempt
to reimagine the newspaper for the digital age
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T

hree years ago, in April 2013, Canada’s La
Presse—published in French since 1884 in
Montreal—began the most innovative project todate developed by a traditional newspaper to reinvent
the concept of the daily for the digital age. It launched
La Presse+, which oﬀers a complete multimedia
newspaper, created for tablets, every morning from
5:30 a.m..
Managers saw the negative evolution of both sales
and ad income at the print edition and took a radical
decision: to bet on a new type of digital newspaper
built for tablets. They had a very clear aim: to move
readers and advertisers from the print edition to the
new digital platform in as little time as possible. They
wanted to transform their business but keep a daily
paper—on a tablet instead of in print—as the focal point.
Three years later, La Presse’s daring plan has borne
fruit: the paper claimed 251,000 daily users of the new
app from Monday to Friday in April, hitting 268,000 at
weekends. Each reader spent an average of 40 minutes
consuming content, 60 minutes on Saturdays.
The other part of the plan, to get rid of the print
edition, has also moved forward. La Presse stopped
printing from Monday to Friday on January 1. They
ditched the Sunday edition back in 2009. Now it is just
available in print on Saturdays.

ADS FOR TABLETS
The advertising transition is also happening: in April
2016, 75% of La Presse’s ad income was already
coming from La Presse+. If we add online and mobile
app income to that, we reach 88% of the paper’s total
ad income. More than 1,800 advertisers have launched
campaigns, totalling 30,000 ads, on the tablet version.
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The La Presse newsroom in Montreal. Photo by Ismael Nafría

Younger people are reading La Presse more:
previously, 46% of print readers were aged 2554; that figure has increased to 63% for tablet
readers. Conceptually, it is very similar to a print
newspaper, with a structure, a finished product
and set number of “pages” (screens), but with
the addition of all sorts of multimedia elements.
The tablet edition is organised into sections, just
like a print paper, and every section is filled with
news and ads. The app only works with tablet in
horizontal position.
All La Presse reporters and editors work for
La Presse+, deciding which format elements—
text, video, graphs, animations, data and maps—
ad templates will be used to tell each story. The
day’s most important issues are presented as a
dossier, with several tabs on the same screen.
The end product is a very varied and complete
series of news formats that La Presse says hold
their readers’ attention for several minutes.
One of the main obsessions for the creators
of La Presse+ was app usability. It is a very
interactive product and attention was paid to the
smallest of details in order to oﬀer an immersive,
but not intrusive, experience. Every element—
for both the news and the advertising—depends
on what the user wants to do: everything else is
out. La Presse invested $40 million (Canadian,
0.763475 USD at May 20, 2016 ) in the project,
which it sees as vital for its future.
A sizeable part of that investment was spent
on developing a new platform that allowed
journalists to publish La Presse+, as no readymade solution could be found.
Chairman and publisher Guy Crevier told
Innovation Media that: “three years after the
launch of our La Presse+ tablet Edition, La
Presse has transformed itself from a traditional
newspaper to a successful digital media.

TORONTO STAR: SAME GAME, DIFFERENT BET
On September 15, 2015, using the same
technology platform and the same product
concept as La Presse+, another Canadian daily,
The Toronto Star, launched its Toronto Star
Touch app.
Star managers have at no time said the plan
is for the product to replace the print edition.
Digital operations manager Christopher Goodridge told Innovation Media that it is regarded
as a complementary product that improves
the paper’s current digital range and oﬀers the
company a platform for the future.
Circulation income for the Toronto Star has
been relatively stable of late, so the print edition
is still an important part of the business. The app
has “had a very small impact in the number of
subscribers to the print edition”, Goodridge said,
but: “the Toronto Star Touch app has become a
very good alternative for those people who don’t
want to pay for the print edition”.
This less radical idea has meant growth of the
Toronto Star Touch has been more modest than
that of La Presse+. In April, seven months after
launch, the app had been downloaded 230,000
times and had 26,000 daily users, and a little
over 60,000 unique weekly users (some might
visit several times a week but are counted once).
GOOD READER FEEDBACK
The level of user engagement with the app is
much higher than on the website. Instead of an
average of 6-8 minutes online, people spend 2325 minutes on it from Monday to Friday and 28
minutes on average at the weekend.
Goodridge explained that advertisers were
responding well to the new oﬀer, especially
car and financial companies. Branded content
campaigns have also been developed for sales
and travel companies.
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Thanks to an agreement with La Presse and
the use of its platform, the Toronto Star’s launch
investment in 2015 was smaller, although still
considerable at 9.6 million Canadian dollars.
The Toronto Star newsroom—whose staﬀ
grew by 70 journalists, editors, designers and
multimedia specialists for the launch—has also
had to radically modify its way of working to be
able to produce the Star Touch app every day. The
work flow has been redefined, new positions
have been created and skills have been improved
to created stories for the screen (screen-based
storytelling). Almost 90% of Star Touch users
are in the Canadian province of Ontario, mostly
around Toronto.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
La Presse’s experience above all, going all in on
its tablet edition during the week, and burning
almost all of its print bridges, offers hope.
Average daily reader engagement time—40
minutes on weekdays and 60 minutes at the
weekend—equals the average amount of time
users spend on Facebook apps on their mobile
phones. Some media outlets are discovering
what it takes to win battles in the war for
readers’ limited attention.

Promos from La Presse, Toronto Star and Zero Hora
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MOBILE LIGHT
SPEED IS COMING,
GET READY NOW

Even as 4G mobile technology continues to be rolled out around
the world, work is beginning on the 5th generation (5G) network,
which will oﬀer users and publishers previously unimaginable
download speeds for media creativity

W

ayne Gretzky, generally regarded as
the best hockey player ever, has long
been associated with this secret to his
success: “I skate to where the puck is going to
be, not where it has been.” This is not just useful
advice for hockey players but as a high-level
principle for strategic goal planning.
The global newspaper industry did not move to
where the opportunities would be in the 1990s as
the Internet began its rapid development and it
paid a price for that. Perhaps it can avoid making
the same error with one element lurking over
today’s horizon: the advent of super-fast 5G ( 5th
generation) wireless communication.
5G will succeed today’s 4G (also known as
LTE, or Long-Term Evolution) and will permit
substantially greater transmission speeds for
data (about 50x greater than a typical 20 Mb/s
4G connection) with a fraction of the latency
(the time between a signal being sent to another
device, such as a server in the cloud, and back
to the originating device, or on to subscriber
devices). It will use spectrum that is becoming
available and will be relatively plentiful,
particularly in high density urban areas.
Downloading a two-hour feature film via a 4G
connection ( 20 Mb/s) takes over 10 minutes. With
5G ( 1 Gb/s), it could take under five seconds.
At first glance, TV channels, live news
broadcasters and movie providers such as

www.flickr.com/photos/re-publica
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Netflix will benefit more from 5G, while the
technology would not appear to do much for
text-centric outlets: getting words to screens
a millisecond faster is not where 5G will help
them, but ‘newspapers’ are incorporating more
video, image and audio in their feeds than ever
before, as a more multi-media model emerges of
how users want their news in the second decade
of the 21st Century.
And the extent of previously non-obvious
advances from new technologies has been seen
time-and-again. When Apple introduced its
iPhone, not even Steve Jobs could have predicted
the tens of thousands of types of applications
that would follow, from Twitter to Shazaam to
SnapChat and beyond.

VIRTUAL " AUGMENTED REALITY
Media outlets currently experimenting with
Virtual Reality (VR) might have a head start.
The New York Times, The Economist, Gannett’s
Des Moines Register, The Wall Street Journal
and the Times of India are among the pioneers
in this space, and the time it takes to download
the large files created for a VR story is one of
the barriers to its widespread use (the costs of
creating the pieces is a separate obstacle). With
a 5G connection, viewers could download or
stream a VR report as quickly as they get the text
of an article today.
VR plays to the content gathering and editing
strengths of newspapers. The New York Times’s
Ben Solomon and Leslye Davis hold that “As
journalists, we always seek to help readers
understand what life feels like in the places
we cover. Virtual reality allows us to do that
in an entirely new way.” Referring to a piece
published less than a week after the November
2015 terrorist attack in Paris, they said that:
“Using this medium, we aimed to create a more
textured experience — the streets of Paris distilled
to voices and spaces. Although the technology
is evolving, it’s clear that this new frontier can
soon become a crucial journalistic tool”.
Advertisers already see value in VR as a way
of improving consumer involvement with their

5G
1 SECOND

products. In April 2016, Tata Motors provided
an insert in the Times of India that included a
customised Google Cardboard VR headset and
instructions on how to download an app with
a VR demo of its Tiago model. This provided the
newspaper’s audience with a free, if primitive,
VR viewer, following a similar New York Times
promotion the previous autumn.
But the confluence of VR devices and 5G is
just one way newspapers may find opportunity
from the next iteration of wireless technology.
While less immersive than VR, Augmented
Reality (AR) may have greater everyday value
for publishers. Whereas VR ideally takes one
totally into another environment (hence the
headsets, earphones and even touch sensors
employed), AR is an overlay on the real world
(think of the heads-up displays used in fighter
jets). A communications link provides real time
data to the user. Google Glass was an early AR
experiment. “Everything about VR is hype”, said
Ron Diorio, VP of Business Development and
Innovation at The Economist: “the danger is in
mistaking the hype for the story”. That currently
applies to the promises made about 5G and AR.
“A lot of this 5G is about carriers and equipment
makers looking for new ways to make money”,
said Thomas Husson, an analyst at Forrester
Research in Paris. Yet no one denies 5G will
happen, it’s just a question of when; widespread
use after 2020 seems to be the consensus.
News publishers can begin to think creatively
about the possibilities by looking at what other
industries might do with 5G.

TIME TO THINK CREATIVELY
WordLens, an application for smartphones,
translates between languages by using real-time
imagery from the camera (not a photo)—such as
the annotation for a sculpture at a museum—to
present the user with the same image but with
the translated text. A future iteration, using a
device such as Microsoft’s HoloLens and a new
generation of Google Glass. might allow a user to
look at that translated text on a hologram of the
object being observed instead of the computerlike screen in the first version of Google Glass.
So if 5G allows for real-time holograms,
imagine an image of a conventional newspaper
a reader could flip though by making page

EXTIMATED TIME TO DOWNLOAD A HD MOVIE
4G 2014
31 SECONDS
Source: Samsung / Speed tested: 7.5GBPs
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turn gestures. Beyond that, subscribers could
access a deep array of news-based real-time
and archive data as they interact with the world
around them. Medical applications, connected
in real time to the Internet of Things (IoT), oﬀer
another industry that might provide creative
suggestions. Millions of wireless devices, ranging
from the already familiar fitness monitors
to smart watches and sensors embedded in
industrial products, may be connected via
mobile networks instead of the far more limited
Bluetooth technology we often use currently.
Sensors embedded in clothing could monitor
heart rhythm, sending data to servers that could
spot early warning of a problem and even alert
an appropriate medical professional. Diabetics
could similarly have improved observation and
be warned of impending issues before they are
physically aware of a problem.
Then there is 5G and sports. Ericsson, the
world’s largest telecoms gear vendor, has
collaborated with a manufacturer of sports
equipment to develop a bicycle helmet that
smart cars can sense, reducing the likelihood of
car-bicycle collisions.

YOU’RE STILL IN TIME
In the US, Verizon and AT&T, have announced
test sites for 2016 and at least the start of a
roll-out in 2017. In Russia, wireless operators
MegaFon and MTS are expected to test 5G-style
services in time for the 2018 World Cup in that
country. Korean mobile operator KT also plans
to oﬀer its version of 5G at the 2018 Winter
Olympics there. Not to be outdone, Japan’s NTT
DoCoMo says it will have similar trials ready for
the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.
As with the organic development of the
smartphone app universe, it would be folly
to be too specific about predicting how the
Internet of Things might be used by newspaper
publishers. At the not-so-radical end would be
the use of sensors in printing presses to improve
real-time eﬃciency and performance to reduce
newsprint waste. Sensors, like improve RFID
tags, could be employed in distribution to better
understand the real-time whereabouts of each
delivery component and to aggregate “big data”
to improve the logistics of hard copy delivery.
A more futuristic scenario might employ big

data to help advertisers do Augmented Reality
real-time, fully contextualised ads. A department
store today advertises in the newspaper based on
the general demographics of its readership, and
the online version might know a bit more about
what sites the user has visited previously. Fastforward to the 5G world, and imagine the same
buyer wearing the eye glasses of the future, with
embedded micro visual sensors that record what
that user is looking at. Imagine he is looking at
a pair of jeans in a store or on a screen. Our 5G
department store could immediately send a text
message with a special oﬀer directly on to the
customer’s heads-up display in the glasses, or
the precise directions to the nearest store where
he could purchase a pair.
This kind of scenario and the possibilities of
the Internet of Things obviously raise privacy
issues and will require new research into user
relations and opt-in requirements.
5G is not there yet. Standards must still be
agreed on and carriers will need years of changes
and billions of dollars of investment, but the
implications could be very far ranging and
disrupt more than one industry. 5G is generally
thought of as a mobile service but in highdensity urban areas it could replace the wired
ISP most households use, although mobile data
consumption is already greater than fixed data
in many locations around the world. If mobile
carriers can convince health care companies,
transport firms and media outlets to connect
their sensors and broadcast over 5G, they might
generate a new revenue stream of revenue to
help pay for the capital investments needed to
deploy it.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Recent college dropouts in garages or bedrooms in
Silicon Valley—and its smaller counterparts around
the world—are doubtless already mulling over the
opportunities 5G will offer and sketching out ideas
on napkins. Publishers and editors should keep an
eye on them and their ideas. Early versions will fail
or morph into something new but if we’re not in the
game, we’re never going to win. In this case, slower
media companies who need longer to adapt are still
in time to start thinking about the new opportunity.

3G 2000
20,833 SECONDS
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LEARNING FROM

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC’S
EDITORIAL
PROCESS

Daily and weekly newspapers, or online media outlets with
constant updates, do not have the luxury of spending months
preparing to publish a story like National Geographic does,
but aspects of their process are applicable to every newsroom
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Graphic by Juan Velasco and NGM Staff. Art by: Pure Rendering GMBH. Picture Text: A.R. Williams

N

ational Geographic is not a
newspaper or even a “news”
magazine: its editors know
what is going to be published
(subject to changes) up to
two years in advance, but
online, daily and weekly
newspapers can learn a
lot from the publication’s
editing process. Whilst National Geographic
does not produce many graphics or maps
each year, they are all impeccable. The process
leaves no stone unturned, no ‘i’ without a dot.
What makes this process special, according to
John Tomanio, National Geographic’s Graphics
Director, is the “time and the multiple round of
edits. All our work gestates over several months.
That gives us plenty of time to try diﬀerent
approaches”.
That’s okay if you have months to prepare,
you might be thinking, but what about daily,
weekly or several-week deadlines? At National
Geographic, a single graphic might take six
months to produce from the moment is assigned
to the day it goes to press, but editors juggle
several at once. Time is split between managing
longer-term assignments and shorter pieces for

the website. That situation is not so diﬀerent
from a special project on a news website.
The very first step is to pitch story ideas.
Every idea needs approval, and then the story is
assigned to a story team, with a leader. The team
leader meets with photographers, designers and
writers and decides what the graphic is going
to show. That gets presented to the magazine
editor and other leaders at a meeting called a
“Coverage Plan”.
The idea of story teams is interesting for
newspapers: small clusters of professionals
where visual people work closely with designers,
photographers and writers as equals, not as a
service desk. The end product must work as one
narrative, not as a collection of separate pieces.
The visuals must be right for the story and
graphics, maps and photos have the same tone.

EDITORIAL FEEDBACK " EXPERT CRITIQUE
Feedback from the beginning saves a lot of time
and is also something shorter-term media can
use. Just like with movies, the more you work
on the script, the more time you’ll save during
production. After the idea is approved at the
Coverage Plan meeting, a first draft is presented
to the creative director and editor, but these
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THE IDEA OF STORY
TEAMS IS INTERESTING
FOR NEWSPAPERS:
SMALL CLUSTERS OF
PROFESSIONALS WHERE
VISUAL PEOPLE WORK
CLOSELY WITH DESIGNERS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
WRITERS AS EQUALS, NOT
AS A SERVICE DESK

steps can be merged with the previous process
if your newsroom works with shorter deadlines.
Everybody then dives in and the project will go
through many diﬀerent stages. Freelancers will
work on the assets and researchers, producers,
subject matter experts and copywriters will get
involved. The graphic will go through several
critique meetings. “The work is reviewed in a

creative ‘safe space’”, explains Tomanio: “Any
graphic editor can make any comment about
any piece, and all pieces are reviewed in turn.
Everything gets reviewed several times.” That
is an example all newsrooms can follow: have
regular get-togethers to see how things are
going. You might have a weekly team meeting
with the editor and shorter daily updates after
lunch, where team members can explain what
they are doing and flag any problems.
One of the biggest advantages of working at
National Geographic is having access to experts.
John Tomanio says that National Geographic
“partners with scholars and other experts to
conceive and vet each graphic.” Faster paced
media can check in with experts frequently,
especially when stories and pieces have a certain
level of complexity, or become more entangled
over time. The more often you ask them the
right questions, the sooner you will be able to
avoid, or fix, problems. Get them to look at the
final product.
The whole newsroom can comment on a final
review of the whole magazine, where anyone can
stick notes to the pages with suggestions. Once
everything has been developed and reviewed
to the satisfaction of the story team leader, the
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graphic goes to a director’s review, where those
in charge of diﬀerent areas look over the final
changes. Then they sign oﬀ on the project.

TECHNICAL FEEDBACK " PRODUCTION REVIEWS
After that come all of the technical checks:
producers and print specialists check colours,
crops, line widths; the copy is edited, the
research reviewed, experts vet things. These
details are important: if the printing is bad, or
if the code doesn’t work, or if the text contains
errors, readers are not getting the best product.
Having editors take a last look at all the little
details can mean the diﬀerence between a good
graphic and a great graphic. The small details
are not just words, images and design, but the
diﬀerent aspects of the technology and printing
process. Any small mistake could bring all your
hard work crashing down.
While the magazine goes through the editing,
research review and printing process—which
might take 2-3 months—producers and designers
work on the iPad and mobile app versions. This
makes sense at National Geographic but may not
do so in other places, where the digital product
must come first or be done in parallel for an
eﬀective use of time and processes. Either way,
the digital version should be subject to exactly
the same editorial thoroughness as the print
version. Test everything.
After the print version is sent out into readers’
hands around the world, the digital version
can and should still be reviewed, edited and
corrected after it goes live, if faults are found at
the last minute or are pointed out by readers.
The important thing is to have a process and
to get experts and editors to review and critique
it all, multiple times if possible. You will almost
always learn something for next time too. Edit
the pieces, and then edit and improve the
process.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
500 years of Virgin Mary sightings in one map.
Graphic by Virginia W. Mason, NGM Staff and Victoria Sgarro

We can all learn from National Geographic’s editorial
process, however large or small our media outlet.
Higher quality means happier readers and less
chance of making an embarrassing or trust-eroding
mistake, both on longer projects and during the
intensity of a fast-moving major breaking news
story. Proper processes and checklists also mean
a constructive, professional review of failures can
be made in the newsroom during the debriefing to
improve for next time without undue acrimony and
accusations taking over.
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CAN A GREEK
PROPUBLICA SAVE
THE NATION?

Greece has much bigger problems to deal with than the media,
but serious journalism is a driver of important national debates
and, ultimately, a guardian of democracy. But at what cost,
and who is behind the news?
* Thodoris Georgakopoulos is the editorial director of Dianeosis

B

uilding a new organisation that produces
original online content in 2016 is a
daunting proposition anywhere in the
world. The media landscape is experiencing
tectonic shifts, traditional outlets are dying,
advertising models are being disrupted by allpowerful internet behemoths; everything is in
flux. But for some, journalism is more than just
a media product: it is a public good, just like
internet access, water or electricity, which has
led to the rise of philanthropic media outlets
over the past few years.
In the US, a collaboration between two such
organisations, ProPublica and The Marshall Project, won the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Explanatory
Reporting with “An Unbelievable Story of
Rape,” a remarkable account of the hunt for
a serial rapist, and the victimisation of one
his victims by law enforcement agents. Both
projects, though, are in the United States, which
already had a strong tradition of independent
journalism. In other countries, there is a much
deeper media crisis taking place, with greater
implications than squabbles over adblockers.
Bankrupt Greece, for example.
Media outlets there are facing additional
serious challenges—on top of the global media

and tech revolutions—because of the state of
the Greek economy and social cohesion. The
very fabric of the nation is tattered and torn.
Greek journalism cannot do anything but suﬀer.
Greece ranks 89th in the 2016 World Press
Freedom Index, lower than Papua New Guinea,
the Dominican Republic and Nicaragua.
After six years of brutal recession, with GDP
falling by almost 25%, it is not reasonable to
expect the next New York Times or Guardian
to suddenly spring up to save Greek journalism
and democracy, but what else can be done?
Maybe philanthropy can fill some of the void.

MANY MINDS TOGETHER
diaNEOsis is a new, non-profit think tank based
in Athens that publishes academic research and
policy recommendations and, right from the
start, journalism. Launched in February 2016,
it is run from an oﬃce in a northern suburb
of Athens with a core staﬀ of nine that oversee
operations, coordinate with research fellows,
produce content and handle communications.
There is no fundraising department yet—
for the first three years of operation the
(undisclosed but generous) budget is entirely
covered by founder Dimitris Daskalopoulos, a
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former industrialist, Chairman of the Hellenic
Federation of Enterprises and a well-known art
collector.
There is a 9-member board of directors
that oversees the think-tank’s operations,
as well as a 30-member advisory board that
provides feedback and additional assistance
and backing. Both boards are comprised of
prominent Greek professors, scientists, artists
and entrepreneurs who peer review our studies,
appear on TV to comment on our research and
help us brainstorm new ideas, research subjects,
concepts and strategy. The board members are
not paid.
The goal of the organisation’s work is two-fold:
it wants its policy recommendations embraced
by decision makers in government, political
parties and other institutions and turned into
actual policy—like any traditional think tank—but
it also aims to publish its findings, participate
in public discourse and reach a much wider,
mainstream audience. Which is where the
journalism comes in.
In its first three months of existence, diaNEOsis has published an extensive nationwide survey on Greek values, a smaller survey
on the refugee crisis, an 8,000 word story on
how billions of euros in EU cohesion funds were
spent from 2007-2013, a technical review with
14 policy recommendations for the 2014-2020
funding period, an evaluation of the eﬀect the
financial crisis has had on the health of Greek
citizens and the National Health System, and a
proposal for a new production model for Greece,
which will also be published as a book.

A MINISTER’S ATTENTION
When we presented our findings to one
government minister, we realised had loved the
8,000 word story but had not read any of the
policy proposals that came out of our research.
dioNEOsis is independent and without a stated
ideological identity, although perhaps proEuropean and mildly liberal. Staﬀ and board
members hold views from across the political
spectrum.

IN DIANEOSIS’S FIRST
THREE MONHTS OF
EXISTENCE, IT HAS
PUBLISHED AN EXTENSIVE,
NATION!WIDE SURVEY ON
GREEK VALUES

Upcoming research includes studies on
absolute poverty in Greece (and concrete
measures to reduce it), a comprehensive plan
for tax reform, a study on critical infrastructure
security, a projection on the Greek demographic
problem, and a study of social capital in
Greece. Most of them will be surveys, academic
papers or policy recommendation papers,
or a combination of all three. The research is
mostly done by ad-hoc teams of Greek and
foreign research fellows who are experts in their
respective fields. But in some cases, a more
journalistic approach is preferred.
Everyone understands what poverty is, but
hard data on the real situation in the country
mid-crisis was lacking, so we asked one of
Greece’s best economists to take a look with his
team. They measured absolute poverty in Greece
for the first time and proposed a specific policies
to eradicate it, something journalists would have
had diﬃculty doing.

COMPLEX ISSUES, UNCERTAIN OUTCOMES
When we decided to tackle the extremely
complicated matter of the European Funding
programmes and their impact on the Greek
economy, we quickly realised the public is
largely uninformed on crucial aspects of what
has turned out to be the only serious influx of
foreign investment into the country in recent
years. So instead of just ordering a technical
review of the new 2014–2020 funding period
with practical policy recommendations from
experts, we also decided to do an 8,000 word
piece of journalism that describes how those
funds work, what has been done with them in
the past, and the manner in which bureaucracy,
corruption and incompetence has prevented
them from being used in the best possible way.
We even produced a 3-minute video animation
explaining how those funds work and shared
it on YouTube and on Facebook. More original
stories are in development, the next one will be
a feature on the eﬀect the lifting of restrictions
had had on the cruise sector. It was expected to
ignite the cruise industry in Greece and generate
an additional €1.3 billion for the economy, but
we discovered it had, in fact, had no eﬀect on the
industry whatsoever. So we investigated why.
All this content is published on dianeosis.org
for free, along with any accompanying data.
Policy recommendations and research findings
are communicated to the relevant ministries,
political parties and institutions, often in faceto-face working meetings with diaNEOsis staﬀ.
We do not work for others, but we do listen to
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what powerful people, who might be able to
make a diﬀerence, would like to see us study. If
the Education Ministry asked us to look at preschool education, for example, we would decide
if it was a worthwhile project and then publish it
not just for the ministry but for everyone to see.
Whilst none of our policy recommendations has
so far been adopted—we have been publishing
for just over three months—we hope to achieve
meaningful impact within the first three years.

AND THEN, THERE’S TELEVISION.
In addition to the website, social media,
videos and presentations to decision makers,
diaNEOsis produces an original bi-weekly twohour television show on a national television
network that presents the results of its main
research projects to an even wider audience.
The latest two-part episode analysed the reasons
for Greece’s economic collapse, the progress
that has been made over the past six years,
and discussed a new production model for the

country, as proposed by diaNEOsis’s latest study,
starting a useful conversation.
On the show, the principal research fellows
commented on the issues while prominent
current and former politicians, entrepreneurs
and academics provided their insights on the
issue, free of charge. In total, ten episodes are
scheduled to be broadcast until July 2016. All
episodes are, of course, available for free on
YouTube and on the diaNEOsis website.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Questions remain about the long-term motivations
of wealthy philanthropists who decide to back notfor-profit media projects, but if properly organised,
staffed, funded and led, they can indeed produce
journalism worthy of the name, and perhaps reach
decision makers in a way that could influence the
fate of a nation or, at the very least, focus its attention on a country’s deeper problems.
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CAN NEWSPAPERS
DO BRANDING
BETTER? THEY MUST

INNOVATION spoke to Rebecca Heptinstall, Head of Branding
& Employee Communication at The Financial Times, and
global branding expert David Aaker about how news companies
might better understand how to make a mark in readers’ minds
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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global population of 7.4 billion people is
set to grow to 9.5 billion by 2050, with
an extra 300 million people by 2020.
India will likely overtake China as the world’s
most populous nation by 2022. The media and
tech worlds are becoming more fragmented
and atomised as digital becomes smartphone
mobile, mobile becomes apps and most of the
apps are owned by Facebook. Mobile use has
already rocketed past desktop use.
Increasingly, your company’s opportunity to
interact with existing users and new readers
happens in bite-sizes chunks on very small
screens. They spend an average of 44 minutes a
day on the Facebook app but just four minutes
on news company apps. And that’s before we
start with bots, which outside of China are
just beginning their evolution. Never mind
developing a mobile app, bots represent a
fundamentally diﬀerent way of interacting with
the Internet.
So your news brand needs to stand out from
the crowd. It needs to make a mark in readers’
minds and earn ever-increasing amounts of

trust, credibility and recognition. It must be
one of the three or four names in each space or
niche that readers instantly recall when they
want information. “Global news”, “Spain news”,
“Trump news”, “news about cars”; there are
hundreds of possibilities, but within each space
there is only room for a select few.
Try asking friends or colleagues about their
favourite toothpaste, soft drink or running
shoes. In each category, they will not be able
to name more than three or four mega brands
without having to put in extra mental eﬀort.
Then ask them about something more benign
like oﬃce paper. They will struggle to name even
one company. For “global news”, the BBC, The
New York Times and The Guardian will likely be
among the three or four names mentioned.

BRAND AWARENESS = BETTER DECISIONS
The Times of London thought this a powerful
enough reason to announce in March—despite
claiming 170,000 digital subscribers and a
500-person newsroom—that it was abandoning
breaking news coverage, save for a few very major
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Examples of the FT’s new campaign

stories like the terror attacks in Paris or Brussels.
Why? Because the BBC owned that niche. The
Times surveyed its readers but “they also didn’t
think of us as a brand that provided up to the
minute breaking news…their instinct was to go
somewhere like the BBC”, the paper’s Deputy
Head of Digital, Nick Petrie, told INNOVATION.
Kotler and Armstrong’s now classic definition
of a brand is “a name, term, sign, symbol, or
design, or a combination of these, that identifies
the maker or seller of a product or service”.
Their book, Principles of Marketing, is in its
sixteenth edition. Kotler—now the S. C. Johnson
Distinguished Professor of International Marketing at the Kellogg School of Management—
outlined a more developed six-point framework
in The Marketing Journal in March.
A brand must strive to have purpose,
positioning, diﬀerentiation, identity, trust and
beneficence, he wrote. The company must know
what it is doing, which position it occupies
in the market, how it is diﬀerent from its
competitors, what its values are, if it can deliver
on its promise to customers in a trustworthy
manner, and whether or not the existence of
a brand and its activity contributes something
towards some higher benefit for its customers
and society, beyond its immediate purpose.
“This conceptual model is very relevant for
marketing in this age of growing digital and
social media”, he said: “We live in the era of
consumer empowerment led by abundant
information and networked communities”.
“Newspaper brands that are going to be
successful need to have some unique advantage”,
said David Aaker, author of Aaker on Branding:
20 Principles That Drive Success: “One thing
they can do is to have a branded columnist, the

New York Times has people like Krugman and
others, including some sports columnist, that
get people to read their newspaper because
they can’t get it any other place. They can also
have branded sections, like the Sunday Book
Review”.

NEWS " AUTHORITY IN BRANDING
And the key element of a news brand? The news,
of course, which some projects somehow appear
to forget. “I think it depends on the newspaper,
but the central purpose is probably to provide
current information”, said Aaker.
The FT’s new campaign takes this central
concept to a whole new level, with editorial and
marketing staﬀ working together to uncover and
identify real, very complex stories that are then
used as the focal point for the branding actions
and ad campaigns.
“It’s the first time we’ve really put journalism
at the centre of our marketing, which sounds
a bit mad seen as we’re a 128-year old brand”,
explained the FT’s Head of Branding &
Employee, Rebecca Haptinstall.
The branding and marketing teams ask
the paper’s expert journalists to explain the
intricacies of the story to them—including
one about how the Chinese property market
is linked to Bordeaux wine sales—before any
creative work is done, so they can unearth the
most surprising aspect of it before developing
the visuals and copy.
The result, said Haptinstall, is that even the
journalists are proud of the way the FT is now
being marketed to new readers: “Yes, that was
a big win for us, and it’s because we involved
people. We wanted to do marketing that didn’t
look like marketing”. The additional value
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of authority, which good reporters have as a
result of their hard work, understanding of the
issues and industry contacts, should not be
underestimated, Aaker agreed: “The reputation
of being a journalist and having a readership
base will really help you”.
He said diﬀerentiation was a problem for
news outlets as information becomes more
commoditised. Columnists with strong personal
brands or sub-brand magazines or supplements
are two solutions. An editor with a strong
personality and a liking for the media spotlight
is another.
Kotler praised Apple’s Steve Jobs, Virgin’s
Richard Branson and Starbuck’s Howard Schultz
in his March article as that kind of leader, “But
that’s very rare”, explained Aaker: “If you can
get a talent like Steve Jobs or Schultz or Branson,
you should do it; otherwise, it probably has no
eﬀect, usually the people who run a brand are
invisible”. The FT created a new sub-brand
last year after receiving feedback from the
newsroom about how the speed of news and
analysis was quickening. They called it Fast FT.

WHAT IT ALL COMES DOWN TO
At the bottom of it, all three agree, is trust in a
quality product. “A brand needs brand trust so
that customers will believe that the brand will
deliver what it claims”, wrote Kotler: “Apple
customers trust that their Apple phones and
Apple watches will deliver what the company
claims”.
Asked if it was possible for a broken media
brand to win reader trust back, Aaker replied
that it would be diﬃcult, because of trust and
quality issues: “First of all you have to get the
product right, that the product is right, before

you even have a chance, and that’s not going
to be enough usually, so you have to have some
branded innovation, you’re not going to be able
to do just the same as before, it’s a very tough
job. They need energy, and some reason for
people to come back”.
The FT’s Heptinstall is very clear about
the importance of the paper’s solid, reliable
reporting and analysis: “I think for us our brand
is a promise. Accurate independent journalism
that people can trust. People that read make
business decisions on what they read, so it’s so
important that we have that trust”.
“We’ve stuck to our roots for 128 years. I
think a lot of other media organisations have
diversified. We know the whole world is not
going to read the FT. We’re trying to appeal to
people making business decisions on trusted
content.”
“I think for us it’s about being modern, fresh,
digital, while still holding on to our heritage; a
lot of companies would kill to have that kind of
reputation behind them and that reputation for
world-class business journalism”, she added.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Why do leading print and digital news brands get
big rewards from investors? Your value is the value
of your brand reputation and in journalism it has a
name: credibility. If your brand has credibility, your
company will attract loyal readers and advertisers.
You do not increase your reputation with just
better marketing communication but with better
journalism done by independent newsrooms with
only one owner: the public.
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FACEBOOK IS
WINNING THE WAR
FOR YOUR MOBILE
ATTENTION

The Internet is moving quickly: digital first is mobile first, and mobile
attention is going to a handful of apps, most of which are owned by
Facebook, although Google and Apple have also launched platforms
to increase mobile reading speed

T

he distributed content revolution is the
mobile revolution, a new paradigm that
puts the user at the centre of the Internet
and turns usability and the quality of content
into the aim of digital strategy. On the new
Internet, digital strategy is social strategy. Byebye SEO, hello social media.
Google and Facebook, who together dominate
52% of the market, are waging war for your
attention, and Facebook is closing fast on Google.
Facebook (38%) has overtaken Google (35%) as a
source of referrals to news sites, according to a
study of the 400 most relevant media outlets in
the US. Facebook forecasts 82% of its ad income
in 2016 will be from mobile (it was already up to
80% by the fourth quarter of 2015).
This signals the end of the Google Internet
model, which for years led us to concentrate on
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), the quest to
constantly improve search-engine rankings, and
created a business model based on volume as
the necessary toll for quality content. With the
focus on clicks and page views, content became
devalued and we distanced ourselves from users,
and the user experience is important.
That model, and the stuﬃng of publisher
article pages with bandwidth heavy ads,

trackers and content, has caused ad blockers.
They are already being used by 38% of US
desktop users and 27% of mobile readers. Users
have wrenched control of their browsers back
and sent a powerful message to publishers: we
the users and our experience should be your
number one concern.
Those readers are increasingly mobile. Mobile
is responsible for 90% of the growth in digital
usage since 2010, according to ComScore. Nielsen
says 66% of US media use in 2015 happened on
a mobile. Desktop is becoming more and more
irrelevant for ad buyers. According to eMarketer.
com, the mobile ad market will be bigger, at 51%,
this year than the desktop one and is forecast to
reach 70% by 2019.
Apple owns the iPhone and leads the
smartphone pack ( 43% share in the US), and
Facebook owns your (mobile) attention.

44 VS. 4
More than 90% of daily Facebook users (~1.1
billion of them) access the site on a mobile,
and spend more time online on smartphones (
2h 54min) than on desktops (2h 11min). 90% of
users’ mobile time is spent in apps, and 79% of
that time is spent on just five apps, four of which
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are owned…by Facebook: the Facebook app,
WhatsApp, Instagram and Facebook Messenger.
The Facebook app gets 37 visits a day, on average,
and 44 minutes of a user’s time each day. By way
of contrast, news apps average just four minutes.
Social media platforms live oﬀ the growth
of their ecosystems and work hard to increase
eﬃciency and improve the user experience.
Again in contrast, mobile news sites are not
designed for the user and generally oﬀer a
terrible experience. So media outlets have to
compete on Facebook with content created by
users themselves, although users spend more
time looking at professional content. This is
all about attention and the three tech giants
know they need content for their platforms, so
they have each launched a new format over the
past year to try to solve the problems of user
experience, too-heavy publisher pages and a
huge increase in smartphone usage and mobile
access.
Facebook Instant Articles: a new native article
format hosted by Facebook that oﬀers immediate
download and a perfect user experience with
flexible ad formats, branded content, call-toaction buttons and links back to your site. The
articles are published directly on Facebook and
the development cost is irrelevant or very low
(a simple RSS feed adapted to FB). Publishers
can also hook up their CMS directly. The tradeoﬀ is relevant: the content lives in Facebook. The
first results are promising: 20% more reads and
30% more shares than web-formatted content,
and some publishers are seeing good economic
results: Business Insider reported the same per

view revenue in IA as on their mobile properties.
Google Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP):
Google’s answer to Facebook’s Instant Articles.
AMP is open-source code designed to speed up
mobile web pages. It loads 85% faster than normal
pages by cleaning the pages of the heaviest
elements (including what many companies
would consider important elements for their
brands) and rationalising the architecture.
Facebook has its walled garden and Google
its search results, where AMP use might aﬀect
rankings, but at least the content will still live
on publishers’ websites. Implementation is not
easy, and there are limitations on ad formats. it
may take time before publishers see if the faster
load times pay oﬀ in terms of greater readership
and more ad revenue.
Apple News: Apple’s new approach to news
distribution is an aggregator app optimised for
reading and viewing on iPhones and iPads, preinstalled on all devices running iOS 9 in the US.
It aggregates news from top sources based on
topics of interest to each reader. Apple wants to
rely on its dominance of the iPhone and iPad
real estate (the Apple News app can’t be deleted
by the user) to take the lead among news apps.
The app, launched in September 2015, has not
managed to attract a very significant amount of
users, and user tracking bugs mean the company
doesn’t know the exact number of users it has.

PAYING THE PRICE FOR THE PAST
In a new report titled Evaluating Distributed
Content in the News Media Ecosystem, former
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Nieman fellow Grzegorz Piechota says that “it is
time to move the debate on social media to the
boardroom”.
“Today, we pay the price for the sins of the
past. Users are destroying publishers’ revenues
with adblockers. Internet giants have sniﬀed
an opportunity to drag us into their walled
gardens and eat us alive. It’s high time for news
publishers to give strategic priority to mobile
and improve the user experience”.
He identifies the basic attitudes with which
publishers must begin to deal with the new era
and the new distributed formats:
1. Stop denying the evidence: the Internet is now
mobile and social;
2. Put the focus on the user experience and
mobile
3. Time spent online, attention, is the new
metric;
4. Develop a content distribution strategy with
a clear aim;
5. Put a senior executive in charge of platform
management and relations;
6. Compete and collaborate: media and platforms depend on each other;
Julia Beizer, Former Director of Product at The
Washington Post: “Collaborate! Potential readers
hang out on these platforms all day. We want to
make sure our content can reach them and feels
native to the ecosystem.”.

Apple News

SIX CONTENT DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY INSIGHTS
1. Platforms—mostly just Facebook—do not have
as dominant a position as Google had: they are a
(big) part of a digital-revenue ecosystem;
2. They need quality content for their model to
work, and they’re willing to pay for it. Facebook’s
revenue conditions are decent, including direct
payments for video production;
3. Social media puts users at the centre, and we
as publishers must reach our readers at the right
time, in the right way, and on the right platform;
4. Facebook shares a lot of data about user
interaction with our content, letting us learn
many lessons and improve our oﬀering.
5. Early-adopters win, if they can make it work.
The opportunity will not be there forever, and ad
revenue will get diluted as the option matures.
6. It is no miracle solution but will give us time
to learn and work in the right direction, which
is towards our users; we must be part of the
model.
Finally, think about this piece of advice from
Sangeet Choudary, the founder and CEO of
Platform Strategy Labs, as quoted in Piechota’s
report: “Today, we pay the price for the sins
of the past. Users are destroying publishers’
revenues with adblockers. Internet giants have
sniﬀed an opportunity to drag us into their
walled gardens and eat us alive. It’s high time
for news publishers to give strategic priority to
mobile and improve the user experience”

STRATEGY QUESTIONS
• Do we want to grow our audience at all cost,
looking for economies of scale, without an
adequate return on investment?
• Do we want to build a direct relationship
with our readers, with more valuable products
available for them on our site?
• If we are not 100% clear on the model or path
to follow: do we need to do more research and
learning to begin with?

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Attention wins. If we do not have our users’ attention,
we can do nothing with all the rest of the innovative
aspects of our projects, and we have no chance of
making any money, either from ads or subscriptions.
Too often in the past, news companies have been left
behind as tech giants grab readers’ attention and,
now, do mobile distribution faster and the mobile
experience better. Accept it and move quickly to the
front of the (Facebook) app pack.
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MAKE DATA
PART OF
YOUR NEWS
CULTURE

Many newspapers are experimenting with
in-house analytics that attempt to integrate
reader behaviour with newsroom production.
INNOVATION takes a look at how to do it right

T

here might not be one best way to use them, but there is
little doubt about the need for using data analytics not only
for journalism but also for organising the newsroom. The
Washington Post, Axel Springer, BBC and Vox all use them to make
decisions. Christopher Wiggins, the Chief Data Scientist at The
New York Times, told Search Business Analytics that: “Data is more
and more getting recognized at The New York Times as a first-class
citizen”. Data analytics is not about definitive answers. It is the
ultimate tool for making editorial and strategic choices. The Reuters
Institute for the Study of Journalism establishes the following three
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priorities when planning a data strategy:
• Define the “editorial priorities and the
organisational goals”. It cannot be a secret.
Everybody in the company needs to know,
which might seem obvious but the weight of
habit often leads to forgetting the fundamentals;
• Identify the data and metrics most useful for
that end. Tons of data, without order or criteria,
can only lead to confusion. Instead, define both
the right real-time and curated metrics that
allow you to appreciate the content that works
with perspective. But these metrics can never
be engraved in stone: they must evolve with the
audience and the market;
• “Develop tools, organisational structures and
newsroom cultures” that will allow you to make
well-informed short- and long-term choices.
Data analytics is also about visualisation. This
has been an obsession for companies like The

Guardian with its tool, Ophan, and the Financial
Times with Lantern. In order to be able to react to
this information, a newsroom needs a structure
that is free of old print-centric deadlines and
that embraces and promotes an audience-first
culture.

MEETING MARKET NEEDS
At the end of the day, it’s about achieving goals
and being able to aﬀord an agile, trial-and-error
approach. To that end, data can be split into two
categories: firstly, audience needs and how they
interact with your content and brand; secondly,
your chances of oﬀering them what they want,
when they want it and how they want it.
In the first category, there are some basic
things you want to know: How many people
have I reached and how many have I engaged?
Where do they come from? When do they land
in my universe? On which platforms do they
consume my content? How long do they stay
with me? Where do they go when they leave?

The
Guardian’s
statistics
package
Ophan
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How does my audience interact with branded
content or ads? And, most importantly of all:
who are they? In the second category, we need
to match our audience’s (ever-evolving) habits
to our news-room organisation. How fast do we
react to a sudden new topic of interest? Do we
set the agenda or do we merely register facts?
Is our planning system capable of producing
content that works
Combining both of these categories, we’ll
be able to make sure that our content is well
chosen, well planned, well produced and well
distributed.
One of the first steps in integrating metrics
in a newsroom is to make journalists aware
of what is really happening. The editor of The
Salinas Californian, Anjaneete Delgado, used
a “Post and Readership Comparison Chart”.
Recurrent and simple, yet very eﬀective, it
visualises when users consumed articles and
when the newsroom was publishing them.
Delgado realised that their main traﬃc peak was
at around 8 a.m. but that they were publishing
most of the content the previous evening, earlier
even than the print deadline. The paper was still
governed by print routines, while users were
already on a diﬀerent schedule.

LANTERN " OPHAN
Figuring out the right information opens a door
towards new worlds with new possibilities, with
a diﬀerent logic than in the past. At some point,
you need to step through that door and embrace
what the data is telling you. Ask questions of the
data, and interpret the answers correctly. That is
just what the Financial Times did with Lantern.
Lantern overcomes initial digital instincts,
relativising visits and page views to focus on
engagement, itself a significant step forward in
analytics culture. It needs the involvement of the
whole newsroom in an eﬀort to understand their
relationship with users. Renée Kaplan, Head
of Audience Engagement of the FT, said: “the
goal of Lantern is simple: to bring data into the
newsroom in a clear, practical way. Our aim is to
demystify data and empower our journalists in
real time. Understanding what stories are topical
and relevant to diﬀerent audiences will in turn
lead to a better experience for our readers”.
Then, you should visualise that information,
so that those unfamiliar with it can decode it at
a glance. Answer simple questions with simple
charts that allow journalists to understand the
impact of their work. The Guardian created
Ophan, which was well received by the
newsroom. Ian Prior, The Guardian’s Head of

Sport, told TechWorld that: “Tracking traﬃc on
individual pieces of content impacts greatly on
curation in that it allows us to target a popular
article as a gateway to other content. It’s also
invaluable in telling us where our users are and
on what devices our content is being accessed.
To use an up-to-date example, a very high
volume of mobile traﬃc from the sub-continent
to cricket World Cup content has probably led
directly to an increase in the volume of our
coverage from the tournament”.

TWO MAJOR CHANGES
Tools are fundamental but not enough. The
Reuters study illustrates this. Two major changes
are needed: culture and organisation.
It is not enough to create an analytics desk
that spends its time writing reports that get lost
in the day-to-day rush of news. The operation
itself needs to understand that it needs to change
the way it works. Every action the newsroom
takes must ultimately serve to find and engage
readers. Otherwise, journalists are working for
the sake of their own egos and their content
will have no impact at all. Stories cannot be
conceived an stand-alone articles but should be
thought of as global content capable of reaching
and interesting audiences in diﬀerent formats,
platforms and narratives.
The cultural evolution leads to the second
change: organisation. The world is interconnected and so our desks cannot be silos that
are unaware of what the rest of the newsroom
is doing and how it reaches its audiences. In
communication, the recipient is as important as
the message. One cannot exist without the other.
The organisation must adapt to its audiences’
behaviour, and learn about their habits to
send them information when they want it. A
newsroom should not try to break their habits
and force readers to adopt its own.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
There is no excuse in 2016 not to be trying very hard
to do data right, but getting it right is not as simple
as measuring page views or knowing which countries readers access our sites from. The next level is
trying to relate reader behaviour and habits to content and story insights and newsroom production.
That is a much more difficult nut to crack. Success
at analysing a complex whole product requires input from a range of editorial and corporate positions,
and that means our news companies need to accept
data as part of their culture.
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RELENTLESSLY
SEEKING THE
RIGHT READERS

Programmatic ad eﬃciency will continue to increase as media in
emerging markets learn to deploy the technology, but cultural and
business barriers remain a problem

P

rogrammatic ads have become the great
hope of digital (and not only digital)
advertising sales. The use of technology to
improve performance, to oﬀer better positions
to users that are closer to the advertiser’s target
group and to simplify sales processes is an
attempt to save a deteriorating market. It can
also be used to improve the performance of
media outlets, beyond display ads. This trend,
however, is only reflected in the most developed
markets such as the UK, Scandinavia or the US,
where print is in decline.

PROGRAMMATIC ADS " SUBSCRIPTIONS
Since the beginning of 2015, The Economist
has been using programmatic ads to better
understand the behaviour of its audiences. Mark
Beard, VP of Digital Media and Content Strategy,
and the newspaper’s Circulation and Marketing
Director, told Digiday that by mastering the use
of programmatic ads, better segmented and
profiled oﬀers can be drawn up for diﬀerent
groups of customers, thus increasing the
number of subscribers.
“We haven’t reached the point of diminishing
returns on personalization just yet”, he said:
“Technology continues to improve and crossplatform retargeting options are arriving in
the market. That’s something we’re examining
closely”.
He says that by understanding the good use

of technology it is easier to persuade corporate
to keep investing in this area. For media outlets
that sell subscriptions, programmatic ads are
going to become a great help.

PROGRAMMATIC ADS " BRANDING
In the January 2016 edition of Inside Google
Marketing, the search engine’s Global Media
Marketing Director, Joshua Spanier, said: “In fact,
our programmatic push connected with people
so eﬀectively it led to some of our strongest
mobile results to date. We saw a 12.5% increase
in brand lift, as well as 5X the expansion rates
(the ratio of ad expansions to ad impressions)
versus industry benchmarks”.
Native advertising is increasingly becoming
a huge commercial alternative for publishing
more attractive content for users and improving
their relationship with brands. This option
is growing, especially since the IAB ratified
Open RTB 2.3 as the standard in February
2016 and included metadata needed for native.
Supervision of published content, though—
essential in a native advertising operation—
becomes more complicated with automation so
is making the implementation of programmatic
ads in this area slower than some had hoped.
MOBILE " PROGRAMMATIC ADS
Programmatic ads are the perfect development
ally for mobile phones. In 2016, almost 70%
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of programmatic display ads will be served to
mobile phones. Watch out for programmatic
mobile video ads that, according to eMarketer,
will be bigger than desktop in 2017.

US PROGRAMMATIC AD SPEND

By device, 2014-2017, in billions of USD, % change and % of
total programmatic digital video ad spend.

DESKTOP/LAPTOP
% CHANGE
% OF TOTAL PROGRAMMATIC
DIGITAL VIDEO AD SPENDING
MOBILE
% CHANGE
% OF TOTAL PROGRAMMATIC
DIGITAL VIDEO AD SPENDING

2014

2015

2016

2017

$0.44
162.9%
70%

$1.82
313.6%
61%

$3.03
66.3%
55%

$3.73
23.2%
49%

50.19
914%
30%

50.19
517%
39%

50.19
914.0%
45%

50.19
56.8%
51%

Source: www.emarketer.com

A RISING TIDE
According to the latest Business Insider Intelligence report, programmatic ad transaction
will account for the largest share of ad budgets
( 52%) for the first time. eMarketer believes two
thirds of the display ad market will be managed
as programmatic ads.
In emerging markets, high-recognition media
outlets have managed to reach international
markets via programmatic ad sales over the past
two years, generating new revenue streams. Lina
Ramírez, Manager of Digital Projects at Casa
Editorial El Tiempo (the leading publisher in
Colombia), told INNOVATION that her company
had seen a 4-6% rise in income in digital ads in
this market.
FUTURE CHALLENGES
Programmatic advertising is still in its infancy
and not yet developed in most emerging

markets. There is still no confidence in it
as a mass practice, due to fears over price
deterioration, the loss of the direct relationship
with the client and worries over electronic
measurement fraud. Both buyers (agencies
and media hubs, and advertisers) and sellers
(publishers) must prepare their organisations
for more programmatic ads.
The challenge is to find people with the
appropriate qualifications and a secure publishing system that allows the publisher to oﬀer
the ad buyer a trustworthy, attractive value
proposition that is suited to that user’s needs.
There are still very few companies who can do
this.
The big event this year, in developed countries
at least, is that more and more advertisers have
chosen to optimise their purchase processes
using this practice, focusing on premium
programmatic ads such as the ones described
in this article. In other countries, a less relevant
stock of ad units, mostly centred on banner ads,
is what is still on sale.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Programmatic advertising offers publishers a
double opportunity for improving their business:
outlets can both specify which customer profiles
they are searching for as readers and subscribers,
and segment their own publication as audiences to
sell to other publishers, manufacturers and service
providers. The evolution of mobile technology
and attention, along with the relative recency of
the programmatic market, also offer publishers a
chance to move quickly to develop their own solution
to sell properly segmented ad spaces directly to
advertisers, without having to rely on third-party
suppliers and market places.
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WASHINGTON POST
OPTIMISTIC THANKS
TO BEZOS MILLIONS

A raft of new experiments and projects focused on improving the
user and customer experience for Washington Post readers has
infused the newsroom and company with energy and ideas
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016
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hen the newspaper edited by Marty
Baron overtook the New York Times
in number of visitors last October, all
eyes turned to The Washington Post to unlock
the secrets to its success, less than three years
after being bought by Jeﬀ Bezos.
The New York Times posts about 150-170
stories every day; the Washington Post averages
390 every 24 hours. The Times clocks 14.8
minutes per month per visitor; The Post stands
at 14.1 minutes.
Bezos wants The Post to become the newspaper of record, a brand position long held by
The Times. Baron told Ken Doctor in Politico

Media in December 2015 that: “As I think about
publication of record, my view is that it’s a
record of the most interesting stories, not just
any story that might be dutifully covered”.
Doctor questioned the strategy: “Newspaper
of record—one big, institutional news source that
is commonly trusted—still makes sense today.
But what of the contest itself and the measure
the Post uses to create that contest?” He also
wondered why the Post is not competing with
BuzzFeed instead of The New York Times.
The Columbia Journalism Review noticed a
similar dilemma: “The Post’s present incarnation
of content is a mashup—Woodward and Bernstein
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meets BuzzFeed. Deep investigations and scoops
sit alongside an expansive network of blogs
geared for social media speed, like the Morning
Mix, PostEverything, and WonkBlog, which are
increasingly important traﬃc drivers”.

and for diﬀerent audiences. Talent Network
connects 800 freelance journalists who can
respond with stories at short notice, a kind of
Uber for journalism because paying for fulltime correspondents is no longer an option.

NO RUSH, CUSTOMERS FIRST
Bezos does not seem to be in a hurry. Baron told
Spain’s ABC that: “Our owner, Jeﬀ Bezos, has
given us a runway to take oﬀ from, not to land
on. He has given us time to experiment, and
the resources to do so. And we have been quite
successful. But we have not reached the moment
when we can claim victory”.
Bezos has the vision, the treasure—Bloomberg
reported on May 10 that his fortune had risen
to $60 billion after a 46% increase in Amazon’s
share price since February—and the patience to
wait until 2020 for results, without demanding
quarterly reports. He has hired more journalists
and invested in technology and an engineering
team that works out of the New York oﬃce.
And The Washington Post is still doing quality
journalism. Last year, it won a Pulitzer for its
investigative series on the Secret Service, and the
paper won two more in 2014 with investigations
into the NSA.
All of this has energised internal creativity and
technology to distribute content and make it go
viral—social media traﬃc makes up 80% of the
total, there are 30 newsletters and then push
notifications—is part of the new success story at
The Post.

WINNING WITH NEWS
Engineers are embedded alongside journalists in
the newsroom in Washington DC and the paper
has also opened a design and development oﬃce
in New York.
Then there is the business model. Bezos does
not influence editorial content at The Post but
is obsessed —as at Amazon— with customer
service when it comes to things like download
times or how to reduce the complexity of the
subscription process.
He favours the funnel theory of online sales
to track steps clients take before they convert or
make a purchase. Bezos wants to open the top of
the funnel as wide as possible in order to expose
more people to Washington Post content. So
access is free at first before prompting readers to
become subscribers.
That is why The Post launched an app on
Kindle Fire, Android and iOS. The paper also
oﬀers a free six-month subscription to 50 million
Amazon Prime clients in the United States, a
figure that rises to 80 million worldwide.
In the end, it is about winning with good
journalism and building loyal audiences. Both
accomplishments account, at some point, for
income growth.

EXPERIMENTS " PROJECTS
Chief Product & Technology Oﬃcer Shailesh
Prakash launched a new editorial system
called ARC, which houses 15 digital publishing
functions, all meant to make publishing faster
and easier for journalists.
“Breakfast” is a new tool that measures how
fast The Post gets breaking news out compared
to competitors, as well as spotting bottlenecks in
the process. “Time is one of the most defining
factors among breaking news services”, wrote
The Post’s Senior Data Scientist, Shuguan Wang,
in March: “and The Washington Post is keen
to continuously improve that factor in its own
service”.
Chartable makes it easier for reporters to
create maps, quizzes, games and surveys that
help explain the narrative but above all ensure
audience growth.
Bandito is a testing tool that optimises traﬃc
by measuring the impact of headlines in real
time, across platforms, according to location

“To be the paper of record we need talent,
money and patience”, Bezos told Washington
Post staﬀ in February: “and we have all three”.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Jeff Bezos is taking a contrarian direction: investing money in more and better talent, new technology, customer relations, a modern multimedia newsroom and relevant content. That is the right direction
but the print edition still follows an old fashioned
model, with a multi-section format and a poor design. Soon, Post journalists will realise they need to
re-invent their daily as a “post-news paper”, which
will imply radical changes in pagination, the editorial
model, the graphic layout and look and, more importantly, new newsroom management working flows.
If Bezos continues investing in innovation, the future
is very bright.
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Welcome to your
PUBLISHING FUTURE

Let us inspire you!
We would love to demonstrate
to you the individual opportunities
you gain using red.web’s innovative
publishing software solutions.
We are looking forward to hearing
from you soon!

Little steps or
flying leap:

THE CONTENT PEOPLE

No matter, how fast you may
want to advance, red.web
offers custom-fit support!

www.red-web.com
www.red-web.com
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MOBILE PHONES
RULE THE WORLD
Traditional newspapers are growing their digital audiences by
building on their mobile platforms. The future of those digital
strategies, and of the media outlets themselves, is at stake

2

015 was the year in which traditional
media companies moved decisively
forward toward growing their audiences,
overtaking their digital-first competitors for the
first time, thanks to a bet on mobile platforms.
According to the most recent comScore report:
“Digital media usage time is exploding right
now, and it’s predominantly being driven by
mobile apps”, especially smartphones.
20 media outlets posted visitor growth
greater than 20% in 2015, all of it from mobile
platforms: The Washington Post was up 78%,
The Wall Street Journal 58% and The New York
Times 22%. Smartphones now represent 65% of
news reading time. Another study, from the Pew
Research Center, confirms the trend: in 2015, at
39 of the top 50 news sites worldwide, there was
more mobile traﬃc than computer traﬃc.
The comScore data show visits to digital media
have tripled since 2010, and have increased
35% since 2013. Smartphone use has increased
by 78% and is responsible for 92% of attention

growth on digital platforms. At the same time,
visits to media sites on tablets have grown 30%
since 2013, while visits on computer screens
have only grown by 1%. It is estimated that more
than 50% of traﬃc to major media outlets comes
from mobile phones.
Digital audience growth rates, then, have
come from focus on the mobile platform, both
in terms of adapting content and distributing it
on social media. That shows traditional media
companies are experimenting with new options
for audience growth, and that mobile is their
great ally, opening a door of optimism to the
industry, especially for big brands who were
dealing with declines on all fronts until recently.
New York Times CEO Mark Thompson said
at the Code/Media conference 2015 that he
is convinced: “the battle will be won on the
smartphone”; Edward Rousel, CIO of the Wall
Street Journal, told Digiday that he believes “the
theme across the board for 2016 is smartphones
and what we can do on them”; Chad Millman,

negativespace.co
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VP of Digital Content at ESPN, told Nieman Lab
in an interview that: “mobile is everything. We
always have to be thinking about mobile first”.
Media companies must go where their
audiences are, and audiences are increasingly
on smartphones. Mobile is the ideal platform to
reach younger readers, and to engage better with
older ones. We live in a multi-platform world,
and the sign above the gate reads “mobile”.

READY FOR PLATFORMS
Big global digital platforms are working to
optimise their mobile oﬀerings for themselves
and for media companies, who are publishing
their content on third-party platforms such as
Facebook Instant Articles, Snapchat Discover or
Apple News. This part of a media outlet’s strategy
creates income, monetisation and analytical
challenges.

FACTORS FOR SUCCESS
There are several factors emerging as key to a
successful mobile strategy. First, build a great
smartphone app. Then, oﬀer serious news in
small formats, with the best multimedia stories
to hook readers into interacting with them. The
most important thing is to always experiment.

• Apple News allows for the personalisation of
news and a menu of news sites and topics
that the user can select. The idea is to save
the reader the trouble of using several apps
to find his news. Articles are optimised for
iOS and media companies can opt in to iAds;
• Facebook recently launched Instant Articles, a
platform designed for publishers that allows
them to upload articles that instantly go in to
Facebook’s newsfeed all over the world. The
articles can also be updated instantly from
the publisher’s CMS;
• Google launched Accelerated Mobile Pages
(AMP), an open-source eﬀort to give priority
in its mobile search results to pages using the
new format and a play to keep users in their
mobile browser instead of moving in to apps.
Google says the new pages are 4x faster and
use 10x less data. The New York Times, Buzz
Media and Vox worked alongside Google to
develop AMP;

• In November 2015, The Guardian launched
its Mobile Innovation Lab to investigate what
works and what doesn’t on mobile platforms.
The lab works on five key areas: live coverage,
video, context, content interaction and
notifications.
• The Wall Street Journal has one app for
video and another for news, and launched
a competition among its more than 5,000
employees for new app ideas. From the
60 entries, a gaming app won and its
development will be financed by the paper;
• New York Times subscribers can download
cooking, crossword and daily news apps.
Their opinion app was discontinued, but The
Times has assigned 40 developers to work
exclusively on mobiles.
• New Yorker Today is a new iPhone app that
oﬀers all of the articles in the magazine as
well as the most recent news, videos and
blogs. The magazine wants to give their
readers an easier way to find stories. The new
app lets you access more than 8,000 cartoons
and mark articles to read later.
• The Washington Post launched an app that
promises zero latency, big font sizes and
attractive design. Readers who download it
get free access for a month to the Washington
Post, thanks to an advertiser.
• Creating stories specifically for mobile
platforms is one of the biggest learning
curves. The content works better when it is
built for the platform, not as an adjustment
after the fact. The New York Times is
developing one sentence stories for the Apple
Watch. Publishers say the most read stories
on mobiles were conceived from the start for
mobiles.

According to The Mobile Economy 2016 report
from GSMA, 2015 was a year of constant growth
for the global mobile industry, with 7.6 billion
mobile connections and 4.7 billion unique
subscribers, with a forecast rise to 5.6 billion
subscribers—or 70% of the world’s population—
by 2020. Most of them, 90% of the next billion
subscribers, will come from developing
countries. 4G coverage has accelerated to more
than a billion 4G connections in 151 countries.
The ad industry is trying to adapt too. In
2014, just 8% of ads were for mobile platforms:
$25 billion in the US alone. Mobile ads are now
growing at more than 34% year-on-year.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Mobile is a reality, and mobile-first, not digital first,
must now be our focus. Digital is mostly mobile
now, and that trend is set to continue over the next
few years. We must make sure our sites, apps and
news content experiences are ready for our mobile
readers.
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Make it stitched.
Or it will
be ditched.

Your newspaper is falling apart – and you’re not alone. The good news is
that you can stitch it. It will not only make it last longer. It will also make
it a lot easier to read. Readers and advertisers will love you for that
– and the environment too.
Stitch for happy readers!
tolerans.com
World Leader in In-Line Stitching.

Need advice on how to reinvent your newspaper with stitching? Send us a copy of your newspaper
together with your business card to Tolerans AB, P.O. Box 669, 13526 Tyresö, Sweden.
We’ll be happy to advise you.
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PAYWALLS,
ITALIAN STYLE

The New York Times in the US and The Financial Times in the
UK are having increasing success with their subscriber paywalls
in the English-speaking news market, but how well does the
practice translate into Italian?

I

taly’s Digital Age is diﬀerent than in any other
part of the world. Every newspaper has a very
long homepage—about 20 screens if you scroll
down—and a mixed salad of all the content you
can imagine. That’s the template for every media
company in the country.

not the first player to ask its Italian audience for
money. Il Sole 24 Ore, a business newspaper and
news hub, has a very well organised subscription
plan, but Il Sole is a niche company, for
businessmen. Corriere was the first generalist
media outlet in Italy to put up a paywall.

The business model is advertising, but the
expensive costs of parallel newsrooms just for
the digital edition became a serious problem for
the big companies, who all started to lose money.
Corriere della Sera, while thinking about how
to celebrate 140 years of journalism in Milan
and around the country, decided to change the
business model and opted to introduce a paywall
to try to monetise its very dedicated audience.
Business Unit Director Nicola Speroni told
INNOVATION that the move to a paywall was
aligned with a drive to renew trust with readers.
“For Corriere della Sera, the transition to
membership was a conscious decision for a long
time and, in the end, we chose a path that points
to the quality of our content, trying to revive the
covenant of trust established with our readers
140 years ago on paper and extending it to the
new digital media. We are the first newspaper in
Italy to make such an important and convinced
choice, a leading choice, and hopefully it will be
of help to the entire publishing industry.”
Corriere’s C+ is now considered a must and
maintains the three hallmarks of the paper’s
history: credibility, courage and culture.
Subscribers get special content. Corriere was

QUALITY ATTRACTION
The move has not been without its problems.
The first 20 articles a month—from across the
paper, including the paper’s highest quality
journalism—are free, with two exceptions:
PrimaOra (a very curated newsletter) and
archive access. Both are only for C+ subscribers.
Videos and section home pages are free too. It
is relatively easy, though, for readers to find
ways around the paywall to read more articles,
by clearing cookies from their browser, or by
opening another browser.
“Our challenge is to grow Corriere della Sera’s
quality in digital as well, in such a way as to give
the user a sensation of value with any click”,
said Alessandro Bompiere, Media CEO of RCS
Group, Corriere’s owner.
The newspaper exited the frenetic race to
grow its audience at any cost. The new driving
force is quality, and money. The new graphics on
the website start two days behind the paywall,
which was launched January 27. AudioWeb
Report reported Corriere had 18.8 million page
views that day but just 16.1 million a month
later, a fall of 14.3%. The same thing happened
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to unique users, which fell from 3.1 million to
2.4 million. By the end of March, however, there
were 30,000 new subscribers.

WHAT DO THEY BUY?
There are three subscription levels—Naviga+
(€9,99/month), Digita+ (€19,99/month) and
Tutto+ (€24,99/month). Naviga+ gets you
everything online, including the curated
newsletter PrimaOra and archive access; Digita+
adds a digital version of the print newspaper;
and Tutto+ tops it oﬀ with a print copy of the
Sunday edition, which is a way of mixing old
habits and new needs.
So far, 86% of subscribers have chosen
Naviga+, 10% Digita+ and 4% Tutto+. Everyone
gets access to subscriber goodies like movie
tickets, e-books, and also meetings with
Corriere`s main opinion-makers in Milan and
other events.
When Corriere bet on digital, the newsroom
workflow changed. Mono-media thoughts
about print were out and an almost roundthe-clock news desk was in. Print and digital
newsroom workflows were merged, although
they remained physically separate in two
buildings. Everyone now works for the brand,
not the platform. The first meeting is held at
8 a.m.. Newsroom Director Luciano Fontana
explained the strategy in a letter to staﬀ: “We
want to create an intense relationship with our
readers not only in print, but also in digital.
We have to oﬀer fantastic content online that is
worth paying for”.
It`s too early to know if Corriere`s strategy is a
winner or not. Other players are waiting before
they decide what to do. Ad revenue for Italian
newspapers is falling, down 4.6% a year (FCP,
April 2015-March 2016). It`s time to look for, and
find, new income streams.

INNOVATION’S TAKE
Like large, consolidated news brands in the United
States and United Kingdom, Italy’s Corriere della
Sera appears to have discovered some of the key
elements for transitioning to a growing digital
subscriber base, in terms of the business model,
a renewed focus on quality and trust before page
views and clicks, and newsroom workflows. It must
continue to experiment with pricing and subscription
models to unearth the hidden value in those new
subscriber relations.

CIRCULATION IN ITALY

(ADS – Feb/16)

CORRIERE DELLA SERA
LA REPUBBLICA
LA GAZZETTA DELLO SPORT
!MONDAY EDITION"
LA GAZZETTA DELLO SPORT
LA STAMPA

325,546
235,298
189,024
173,576
172,712

DIGITAL EDITION

(ADS – Feb/16)

IL SOLE 24ORE
!ILSOLE24ORE.COM"
CORRIERE DELLA SERA
!CORRIERE.IT"
LA REPUBBLICA
!REPUBBLICA.IT"
LA STAMPA
!LASTAMPA.IT"
ITALIA OGGI
!ITALIAOGGI.IT"
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228,141
83,715
55,806
30,319
16,671
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A RA ND OM LO O K AT C O MME N TS BY I N D U ST RY LE A D E R S

MARK ZUCKERBERG

FOUNDER, FACEBOOK

“The main cause of
legacy media failure
to make a successful
digital transition
lies in its inability to
overhaul its ancestral
culture.”
FREDERIC FILLOUX

“There’s a clear
line we can
draw between
better products
and growing
revenue.”

MONDAY NOTE EDITOR

KEN DOCTOR

NEWSONOMICS EDITOR
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016

Insider Monkey / www.insidermonkey.com

“On engagement, we’re already
seeing that mobile users are more
likely to be daily active users
than desktop users. They’re more
likely to use Facebook six or
seven days of the week.”
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Pete Souza / www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse

“The guys who invented
the steam engine, if you met
them you might say they were
a bunch of arrogant assholes.
But the steam engine still changed
the world. It doesn’t matter.”
BILL GATES

ASKED BY FT EDITOR
LIONEL BARBER IF TODAY’S TECH
COMPANIES WERE
OVERREACHING

“Google has cleverly
planted dozens of their
people in White House,
Downing St, other
governments. Most brilliant
new lobbying eﬀort yet.”
RUPERT MURDOCH
“I’ve been in my role as
publisher for more than 20
years and I’ve hit my midsixties, so it should come
as no surprise that the task
of choosing my successor
has begun. Within two years
we intend to name a deputy
publisher.This is a formal
process involving the Board
of our company, senior
management and the family
trustees. It is our intention
to be as transparent as we
can as this unfolds.”

ARTHUR OCHS SULZBERGER

NEW YORK TIMES PUBLISHER

“All these newspapers used to
have foreign bureaus. Now they
don’t. They call us to explain
to them what’s happening in
Moscow and Cairo. Most of the
outlets are reporting on world
events from Washington. The
average reporter we talk to is
27 years old, and their only
reporting experience consists
of being around political
campaigns. That’s a sea change.
They literally know nothing.”
BEN RHODES

BEN RHODES, OBAMA’S STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS ADVISOR.

“So there is a collective mourning that – many
editors and owners later – it didn’t work out. The
Independent’s latest proprietors, the Lebedevs, have
done their best to keep the gallant paper afloat – well
served by a tiny but committed and talented team
of journalists – and have conceded defeat. They left
digital investment until very late in the day. In the
end they simply didn’t have enough money. The
second reason for the lack of schadenfreude is the
acknowledgment that, once again, the Indy may be
leading where others might follow. The world of news
is being turned upside down and inside out by a
digital revolution which seems to be picking up pace
by the week. There, but for the grace of the digital
gods, go all of us.”

THE GUARDIAN EDITORIAL

ON THE DEMISE OF THE INDEPENDENT PRINT EDITION.
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“Traditional media outlets have their own problems,
because advertising revenue is meager at best, and
subscription revenue doesn’t make up the diﬀerence.
BuzzFeed’s problem is arguably a function of the
company plunging into the future without waiting for
the actual landscape to become clear.”
MATHEW INGRAM

FORTUNE MEDIA COLUMNIST

“It’s been a remarkable journey, and such an honour to
have had your companionship along the way. Today the
presses have stopped, the ink is dry and the paper will soon
crinkle no more. But as one chapter closes, another opens,
and the spirit of The Independent will flourish still. Our
work goes on, our mission endures, the war still rages, and
the dream of our founders shall never die.”
FINAL INDEPENDENT PRINT EDITORIAL

JEFF BEZOS

“That’s like
owning the
New York Times
without the losses.
Why should I give
it up?”
DONALD TRUMP

ON HIS 7.5 MILLION FOLLOWERS ON
TWITTER, SEVEN MILLION ON FACEBOOK
AND TWO MILLION MORE ON INSTAGRAM
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016

Gage Skidmore www.flickr.com/photos/gageskidmore

“[The internet] does
bring one huge gift and
you have to maximize
your usage of that new
gift, which is that it
provides almost free
global distribution. So
that’s how we can get
hundreds of millions of
readers and make very
little money per reader,
and have an amazing
institution. And I’m
happy to fund that
until we get there.”
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“Our mission is to defend and promote press freedom, provide
knowledge and strategic advice to help members and the industry
understand and manage structural and cyclical changes, conduct
relevant industry research with academic and media partners, and
provide leadership in matters of common interest”

www.wan-ifra.org

A

s the global organisation for the world’s press,
WAN-IFRA’s mission is to defend and promote
press freedom, provide knowledge and
strategic advice to help our members and the industry
understand and manage structural and cyclical
changes, conduct relevant industry research with
academic and media partners, and provide leadership
in matters of common interest.
In 2016, we have increased our focus on innovation
and regulation, while aligning all of our services
and activities around the crucial topics facing news
publishers today. In essence, we strive to be a
knowledge centre our members can constantly tap
into, share their know-how and experience, and
transfer ideas, inspiration and innovation to the
industry.
Examples of this include the Global Alliance for Media
Innovation (GAMI), the World Printers forum; the World
Media Policy Forum—all now well-established active
networks within WAN-IFRA events and industry
reports—and a new series of targeted newsletters
which have accelerated knowledge transfer among
members. With this toolkit, WAN-IFRA’s regional
teams provide members with a continuous flow of
insights, networking opportunities, and forums around
dedicated resource centres. This global organisation
with a local focus ensures that WAN-IFRA is indeed a
proactive and responsive knowledge centre.

RESEARCH, CURATE
AND SHARE BEST PRACTICES

WAN-IFRA’s unique global network of national
associations, regional committees, advisory boards,
academic and research partners, and constant
contact with its members, industry and other industry
professionals provide a virtuous exchange of knowhow, inspiration and services through:
• Research: into the industry’s most pressing issues,
but also about emerging trends and technologies that
may impact publishers for years to come. WAN-IFRA
reports delve deep into specific topics and our World
Press Trends database features statistics, trends,
analyses and commentary from nearly 80 countries.
The World Printers Forum continues WAN-IFRA’s
crucial work for all things print.
• Global advisory: located around the world, the most
experienced and successful business minds offer
independent and pragmatic guidance on transforming
the news media businesses and growing digital
audience and revenues. Our eRev Executive Program
offers our members an exclusive network, insight and
opportunity to grow their businesses.
• News & insights: featuring daily business news,
analyses, developments, trends and technologies
through our various digital and print platforms
(newsletters, blogs, magazine, reports).
• Networking: through various international
conferences, exhibitions, workshops and webinars that
bring together the leading global experts, visionaries,
analysts and technology providers within and outside
our industry to share best practices, debate and
dissect the latest business trends and technologies.
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Natalie Malinarich, BBC.
Digital Media Europe
awards winners.

ACTIVITIES LINKED
AROUND CENTRAL TOPICS

As part of our knowledge centre concept, all of our
activities are focused on a core set of topics. A good
example: late last summer we launched an initiative to
help publishers understand, address and, ultimately,
overcome the ad blocking issue. That has set in motion
a number of crucial WAN-IFRA-led actions.
• In September, publishers invited by WAN-IFRA
met in London for a roundtable discussion on the
emerging threat. WAN-IFRA and Digital Content
Next issued a “Call to Think” for the industry on how
to respond to this threat and make the most of the
opportunity. An international task force of leading
publishers around the world was created to meet
regularly and share best-practices.
• At the same time, we launched a dedicated resource
centre (www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/ad-blocking)
to help publishers stay up-to-date on the topic,

featuring our latest articles, important news from the
industry, related presentations from events, and a
Twitter feed for items using the hashtag #adblocking.
• In October, we made an initial survey of our global
members to assess their status and gain their
feedback on ad blocking. In December, we set up
an international Task Force, and in February, our Ad
Blocking Action Day event took place in Frankfurt,
bringing together approximately 50 publishers,
ad tech providers, anti-ad blocking providers, and
privacy advocates from 14 countries. Ad blocking will
be a featured session in several upcoming WANIFRA conferences.
• In April, we published a 76-page report about ad
blocking, which includes issues such as users’ rights
and examines possible ways forward. It also includes
nearly a dozen case studies of how publishers are
taking action either on their own or as part of larger
groups, some at the national level.
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TRANSFORMATION ADVICE

WAN-IFRA has helped hundreds of companies,
including local, national and international media
houses. Our areas of expertise include:
• Diversifying digital revenue
• Media transformation & change management
• Monetising mobile products
• Newsroom organisation and workflow
• Paid content evaluation and implementation
• Digital advertising strategy
• Big data strategy & implementation
• Newspaper production evaluation
• Audit of sales capabilities

ADVOCACY AT OUR CORE

Along with our members, we are passionate about
the future of news. We promote press freedom,
ethical journalism, news literacy and editorial integrity.
The World Editors Forum connects editors and
journalists worldwide in support of press freedom
and the advancement of journalism. Equally, we are
mindful of the issues affecting the news industry
as we navigate this digital revolution: issues around
online copyright, for example, internet regulation and
the right to be forgotten. That’s why WAN-IFRA has
formal associate status to represent the newspaper
industry at UNESCO, and consultative status at the
United Nations.
WAN-IFRA has built a portfolio of signature media
freedom programmes through generous support
from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark,
as well as global donor agencies including Open

Society Foundations and IREX. The majority of these
partnerships are long-term relationships that have
grown over time, thanks in part to the dedication and
support of WAN-IFRA’s Media Freedom Advisory
Board and other champions drawn from WAN-IFRA’s
membership base.

WAN!IFRA FACT BOX

WAN-IFRA represents 18,000 print and online
publications, and serves over 3,000 member
companies in more than 120 countries. The
organisation has headquarters in Paris and Frankfurt,
Germany, and regional offices in Mexico, Singapore
and India.

OUR MEGA!EVENTS:

• World News Media Congress, World Editors Forum
and World Advertising Forum: the global summit
meeting of the world’s press, which takes place in
2016 in Cartagena, Colombia, 12-14 June.
• World Publishing Expo: the world’s largest global
trade exhibition for the industry, which takes place in
2016 in Vienna, Austria – 10-12 October.

WAN!IFRA

President Tomas Brunegard, former Chairman and
CEO, Stampen Media Group, Sweden
First Vice-President Michael Golden, Vice Chairman,
New York Times Co.
Treasurer Tore Stangebye, CEO, Berner Gruppen,
Norway
WAN-IFRA Management
CEO Vincent Peyrègne
COO Thomas Jacob
Deputy CEO Manfred Werfel

CONTACTS
WAN-IFRA

Rotfeder-Ring 11,
60327 Frankfurt, Germany
Tel. 49.69.2400630
96 bis, rue Beaubourg, 75003
Paris, France
Tel. +33.1.47428500
info@wan-ifra.org
www.wan-ifra.org
Michael Golden, NYT
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“From Media Companies
To Information Engines”

I

NNOVATION is a leading global media
consulting company based in London (UK),
founded 33 years ago, working with more
than 100 media and management consultants
fluent in 27 languages in almost 60 countries,
which:
• Develops and implements strategic plans
for diversification, convergence and full
multimedia integration.
• Plans, directs and implements high quality
editorial projects for the modernisation of
newsroom management, graphic presentation,
tablet applications, mobile media, and editorial
content to drive greater advertising revenues
and increased circulation.
• Produces detailed and unique editorial
multimedia integration models and news
operations manuals, including news workflows
for INNOVATION’s state-of-the-art open-space
newsrooms.
• Organises tailored in-house training programs
for journalists and publishing executives.
• Works with family-owned media companies
to successfully navigate generational changes.
• Publishes reports and newsletters on
global media trends, including a quarterly
Confidential Newsletter in English and Spanish.
• Produces an annual report on Innovations
in News Media for the World Association of
Newspapers and News Publishers (WAN-IFRA).
Published since 1999, the report appears in
English and several other languages including
Russian, Arabic and Chinese.
• Publishes (since 2010) an annual report
on trends in the magazine industry for the
London-based International Federation of the
Periodical Press (FIPP). The report is published
in English and Chinese.

OUR VISION

INNOVATION believes that old style media
companies must become “multimedia
information engines TM”. We firmly believe
that good journalism is good business, and we
believe that an information company’s first
responsibility is to be profitable because without
profitability there is no independence, and
without independence there is no credibility.
Without credibility there is no audience, and
without an audience there is no advertising.
These new “Multiplatform Information and
Marketing Solutions Engines TM” must lead from
Readers to Audiences, and from Audiences to
Communities.

HOW WE OPERATE

We believe that change should not be imposed
but negotiated and based on consensus.
We do not believe in magic formulas. Every
project is unique. Every market is diﬀerent.
Every company has its own characteristics.
Every newsroom has its own culture and
personality. We are not a general management
consulting company. Journalism is in our
DNA. We come from the industry and speak
its language. Although all our projects are
tailored to the client’s specific requirements,
they always include three key steps: analysis,
implementation and follow-up. All three are
critical elements in any consulting project.

THE CHANGE PROCESS

Analysis, implementation and follow-up are the
three main phases of INNOVATION’s editorial,
graphic, technical, management, and business
change processes. We do not believe in cosmetic
changes or miracles. Every serious project
requires time and reflection. Improvisation
only leads to failure. We work closely with
our clients’ executives and professional staﬀs.
INNOVATION projects build on close creative
interaction between our clients and our
consultants. Success is heavily dependent on
follow-up, training and implementation.
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TIMES MEDIA GROUP (Johannesburg, South Africa) First renditions of the new transmedia newsroom by INNOVATION’s
Media Architect Manuel Moncada

THE STAR Patrick Quarcoo, Khalsa Lakhvir-Singh,
INNOVATION’s Antonio Martín and William Pike at
the launching of the new The Star in Nairobi, Kenya

3rd Floor, Lion Place,
Waiyaki Way (A104)
Nairobi, Kenya
+254 20 4244000
More Sport on
our website.
Scan this quick
response code
using your
smartphone.

WWW.THE-STAR.CO.KE
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“We have to distrust
each other. It is our
only defense against
betrayal.”
Tennessee Williams
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BY STANLEY MAGUT
@mgtstan
The draft legislation submitted by Kenya to the World Anti-Doping Agency
on how to avert doping in the country
has finally been cleared and sent back
for Kenyan legislation according to Anti-Doping Agency of Kenya chief executive Kiplimo Rugut has said.
In a teleconference on Tuesday night
between an Adak consultant and Wada
legal experts in Montreal, both went
through the bill and policy documents
and clarified and finalised on the areas
that were pending.
“Our consultant and Wada legal
experts went through the two documents and the sticky areas were clarified.The documents have already been
returned,” Rugut told said yesterday
during the athletes’ anti-doping seminar in Kapsabet organised by Adak.
The pending issues included how
English common laws and civil laws
are constituted and Kenya’s constitutional requirement in making laws
where the process should go through
public participation.

Athletes training in Kenya’s high-altitude area of Iten, where professional runners from around the world gather to prepare for Championships / FILE

ANTI DOPING DRAFT LEGISLATION CLEARED BY GLOBAL AUTHORITY

Wada clears draft
The Draft legislation submitted by Kenya to the World Anti-Doping Agency
on how to avert doping in the country has finally been cleared and sent back

CONTRIBUTION
“Kenyan law is based on English
common law while other countries
are based on civil law and sometimes
details may diﬀer.Those were things
being clarified,” Rugut said.
“Also there was a constitutional requirement of involving stakeholders
for contribution before it is made into
law. They were asking why should it
go to stakeholders yet it met their standards of legislation but we told them it
is a constitutional requirement in Kenya,”he added.
According to Rugut the editing of the
draft will be completed today before it
is presented to the ministry of sport.
“Editing will be completed by the
end of business tomorrow (Thursday)
after which it will be ready to be presented. Clarifications made during the
teleconference will be inserted in the
two documents,” said Rugut.
He said they had fulfilled most of the
things Wada required in order to combat the use of performance enhancing
drugs in Kenya. “They wanted a fully
fledged agency which is not a branch of
a ministry or any department.An agency that is beyond reproach by external
forces but only through laid down procedures,” Rugut revealed.

2017 VOTER APATHY IN CENTRAL COULD HURT KENYATTA IN NEXT ELECTION

YES OR NO
OSWAGO, KIMBUI

Cracks appear
in Mount Kenya
‘Limuru Three’ meeting is put oﬀ as diﬀerent parts of Central Kenya express
discontent over government’s delivery of pre-election promises to the region. PAGE 4

Is ChickenGate
a mega-scandal
or not? PAGE 26

NYS

Bill to scrap
youth service
before MPs
PAGE 10

MEET THE PEOPLE
UHURU GREETS
SUPPORTERS
IN MOLO
PAGE 6

INDIA
B. Srinivasan, managing director of Ananda Vikatan Publishers and his
wife with INNOVATION’s Natxo Marcet and John Wilpers. Above, Vikatan’s
new transmedia newsroom, the first in the country
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LATEST INNOVATION PAPERS

We just released these two iPapers: What does
re-designing a newspaper mean today? This
new iPaper shows the right way to confront
content-driven graphic re-designs. Digital
clouds. How the new “Digital Space” is already
changing the way journalists, newsrooms and
media outlets work. Request free digital copies
of these iPapers by sending us a message at:
headquarters@innovation.media
03
january 2016
www.innovation.media

RE-THINKING NEWSPAPERS
FIRST PART

innovation

ipapers

What post-news print dailies will be like when “the newspapers
no longer own the news” (Gabriel García Márquez).

04

april 2016
www.innovation.media

FACTORY
IDEAS
INNOVATION
CAPITAL

DREAM FACTORY

What does re-designing
a newspaper mean today?
Text Juan Antonio Giner (giner@innovation-media) / Design Antonio Martín Hervás (martin@innovation-media)

DREAM

innovation

ipapers

Digital Clouds
Years ago,
newspapers
were
How
the
new “Digital
Space” is already
re-designed because they:
changing the way journalists, newsrooms
• bought
new printing
presses;
and
media
outlets
work
• increased colour capacity;
• launched new booklets or
supplements;
• moved from broadsheet or
Text Juan Antonio Ginery Felipe Lamus
standard size to berliner or
(giner@innovation-media
/ lamus@innovation-media)
tabloid;
• began using a new CMS or
Editorial System;
• the newspaper was old fashioned
and inadequate for a new
generation of more visually
sophisticated readers

SYNTHESIS
“We are moving from a world where
you and I are online to one where
everything is online”
Peter Cochrane

Ex BT CIO
• The rapid expansion of global cloud
providers, accessible any time of the
day or night, from anywhere and by
anyone, is changing the way journalists,
newsrooms and media outlets work in
every country.

INNOVATION CLIENT’S CLUB

Our clients meet periodically at the Harvard
University Faculty Club (USA) and the Oxford
University Reuters Institute (UK) for private
Digital Media Newspaper and Magazine
Club meetings, and to share and exchange
experiences on best practices: upcoming
sessions will be devoted to paywall content
and management strategies, new content and
design models for “the day after newspaper”,
the design of “mobile-first” news products,
transmedia newsrooms, the future of Sunday
magazines and the re-invention of newsmagazines.

NEW INNOVATION CONSULTANTS

Tim de Lise, former The Economist Intelligent
Life editor, London UK; Natxo Marcet, Seul,
South Korea, Tom Fredericks, former BBC news
editor, London, UK; Marko Madjarac, Mobile
Reseach & Data Management, New York, USA;
and Micaeli Rourke, Boston, USA.

In 2012, INNOVATION launched the
DreamFactory, a new business investment
facilitator that connects innovators,
entrepreneurs and startups with investors in
new media projects. INNOVATION acts as a
facilitator, connecting Media Clients, Capital
Investors with Smart Ideas and New Media
Entrepreneurs. Interested? Contact us at:
dreamfactory@innovation.media

RECENT INNOVATION
PROJECTS AND ENGAGEMENTS

Our services were engaged over the last
few months by companies and news trade
associations that included: JoongAng Ilbo
(South Korea), Vikatan Publishers (India),
Georgian Public Broadcasting (Georgia), Grupo
RPP (Peru), B2B Magazine Group (USA), Diário
de Noticias, Madeira (Portugal), RBS/Zero
Hora Editora Jornalística (Brazil), Distripress
(Switzerland), Hearst Magazines International
(USA), Elle Magazine (France), Danske Medier
(Denmark), Nuv Academy (Netherlands),
Grupo Prensa Libre (Guatemala), The Times
Media Group, Sunday Times, The Times,
Business Day, Financial Mail, Magaziine, The
Sowetan, Sunday World, The Daily Dispatch,The
Herald Newspaper (South Africa), The Star/
Radio Africa Group (Kenya). China Periodical
Association (China), Finnish Periodical
Publishers Association (Finland), Magazines
Canada (Canada), Andiarios (Colombia),
WAN-IFRA, World Association of Newspapers
and News Publishers (France/Germany),
FIIP, International Federation of Periodical
Publications (UK), INMA, International
News Media Marketing Association (USA).
Association of Indian Magazines AIM (India),
MYbusinessmedia (The Netherlands), Ananda
Vikatan Publishers (India), Katedra SA de
CV (México), CPA (China), Asia Pacific Digital
Magazine Media Conference, Czech Publishers
Association (Czech Republic).
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NEW INNOVATION ‘CHEFS’
New Managing Partners Marc Basté, Antonio Martín, Chus del Río, Eduardo Tessler and Álvaro Triana with Principal
Partners Juan Antonio Giner, Juan Señor and Marta Torres, Chairman Carlos Soria and Director Marta Botero.

THE INNOVATION MINUTE
A new weekly newsletter with our Media
Insights sent by email is now available
from INNOVATION. If interesred, request a
free subscriptions at
headquarters@innovation.media.

CONSULTANTS AT WORK
Above, Spiros Polikandriotis, John Wilpers and Micaeli Rourke;
below, Vasco Ferreira with Sarah Buitendach,
Times Media Group Innovation Project Director

THE CHALLENGE
INNOVATION

TRANSMEDIA

NEWSROOM

NEWSROOM MANAGEMENT
+ DESIGN
+ ARCHITECTURE

TM

CREATION

CONTEMPLATION

TWO !RHYTHM
NEWSROOMS
SPEED
$ DEPTH

THE SOLUTION
A BUILDING WITH
OPEN SPACE IS
A METAPHOR FOR
HOW THE WEB
WORKS:

FREE & OPEN
CONNECTING
PEOPLE AROUND
COMMON INTERESTS

CONCENTRATION

COMMUNICATION

COLLABORATION

SUPERDESK

THE RESULT

OMNIDESIGN
INTAKE
OUTPUT
SYSTEM

WORKFLOWS

RADAR &
ECHO DESKS

VIDEOWALL

INNOVATION
IN NEWS MEDIA
WORLD REPORT

To order the full collection
or past editions of these reports,
please contact:
headquarters@innovation.media
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We Consult. We Learn. We Publish

INNOVATION IN MAGAZINE MEDIA

An Annual Report for the International Federation of
Periodical Press (FIPP). A look at the top magazines and
publishers, and what they’re doing to innovate and stay
ahead of the curve. Featuring new marketing strategies,
new technologies, and emerging forms of journalism and
content. But most of all, you’ll see where the magazine
industry is headed.

CONFIDENTIAL NEWSLETTER

A quarterly review of the technological changes,
journalistic innovations and commercial challenges of
the new Information Society, written by experts sensitive
to the needs of the professional market. It is aimed at
senior executives with an international perspective and a
creative mentality. It is published in English and Spanish.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA

An annual examination of innovations in news media,
distributed at the general meeting of the World
Association of Newspapers, now WAN-IFRA. The
Report features richly illustrated articles with insights by
INNOVATION consultants on the latest editorial, marketing
and other developments and trends in news media
around the world.

INNOVATION IPAPERS

All our clients and subscribers receive a new periodical
publication devoted to time-sensitive issues. The
INNOVATION PAPERS cover new editorial products, new
technology developments and digital platforms, and new
advertising and marketing innovations.
It is published in English and Spanish.

We hope you will become a part of our readership
For subscriptions and to obtain copies visit:
www.innovation.media
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2016

IS OUR CORE BUSINESS
Good Journalism is Good Business.
If you agree, let’s have a chat

LONDON, UK
In Abu Dhabi, Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cuba, Czech Republic,
Chile, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Dubai, Egypt, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
Honduras, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Latvia,
Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zeeland, Nicaragua,
Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, Spain, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
Ukraine, United Kingdom, Uruguay, United States of America, Venezuela
and Zimbabwe we speak the same language: Journalism.
33 YEARS IN 64 COUNTRIES
GROWTH STRATEGIES • DIGITAL • NEWSROOMS • DESIGN
www.innovation.media
headquarters@innovation.media
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JOURNALISM

INNOVATION
IN NEWS MEDIA
WORLD REPORT
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An annual survey by Innovation International Media Consulting Group
for the World Association of Newspapers and News Publishers !WAN"IFRA#
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